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ABSTRACT

UNITED STATES LAND COVER LAND USE CHANGE, ALBEDO AND
RADIATIVE FORCING: PAST AND POTENTIAL CLIMATE IMPLICATIONS
Christopher A. Barnes
December 2010

Land Cover Land Use (LCLU) change affects Earth surface properties including
albedo that impose a radiative forcing on the climate. Recent spatially explicit satellite
derived contemporary LCLU, albedo, and projected LCLU data are used to study the
impact of LCLU change from 1973 to 2000, and from 2000 to 2050, on albedo and
surface radiative forcing for the conterminous United States. Four research hypotheses
concerned with past and potential future climate implications of LCLU change are
addressed.
The research described in this dissertation makes an important contribution to
advancing understanding of the role of LCLU change on the climate system, which the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [2007] currently describes as having a low
to medium level of scientific understanding. This research explicitly addresses the
recommendation made by the U.S. National Research Council (NRC) Radiative Forcing
Effects of Climate Change report, for regional studies to better understand climatic
responses to LCLU change [NRC, 2005]. This dissertation research has, to date, resulted
in one published, one in press and one submitted paper.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
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1.1

Conceptual Overview: Changing Land Cover Land Use, Albedo
and Resulting Radiative Forcing
The impact of land cover land use (LCLU) change on regional and global climate is

of considerable concern as population and development pressures continue to mount
[Ramaswamy et al., 2001]. A large portion of the Earth’s surface has already been modified
for croplands, pasture land, forest harvesting, and urban and industrial development. Almost
35% of the Earth’s land surface (nearly 55 million km2) has been directly converted to
human-dominated systems [Ramankutty and Foley, 1999], while extensive areas are heavily
influenced by human activities [Klein Goldewijk, 2001]. LCLU changes affect the Earth’s
physical surface properties, including albedo, and are well established as imposing a radiative
forcing on the climate system [Sagan et al. 1979; Hansen et al., 1998; Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, 2007]. Surface radiative forcing is the ‘instantaneous change in
radiative flux at the Earth’s surface measured in watts per meter square (Wm-2) [Hansen et
al., 1997] and is distinct from top of atmosphere radiative forcing, which is the change in the
net irradiance at the troposphere after allowing for stratospheric temperatures to re-adjust to
equilibrium [IPCC, 2007]. A positive surface radiative forcing warms the Earth’s surface,
while a negative forcing cools the surface.
Surface albedo affects the Earth’s radiative budget by controlling how much
incoming solar radiation is absorbed and reflected by the Earth’s surface. The IPCC [2007]
defines climate change as, “a statistically significant variation in either the mean state of the
climate or its variability…”. It is thought that LCLU change during the twentieth century has
induced a net cooling effect on mid latitude climate [Gibbard et al., 2005] and globally has
resulted in a surface radiative forcing of approximately -0.25 Wm-2 [IPCC, 2007]. However,
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the level of scientific understanding associated with the interaction between LCLU change,
albedo, radiative forcing and climate variability is low to medium [IPCC, 2007], and reflects
the complexity and uncertainty of assessing this human induced climate forcing agent.
Surface albedo is defined as the fraction of incident incoming solar radiation that is
reflected (0-1); many general circulation models require both visible (0.4–0.7 ȝm) and nearinfrared (0.7–5.0 ȝm) albedo, whereas surface energy balance and radiative forcing studies,
such as this research, use broadband shortwave (0.25–5.0 ȝm) albedo [Liang et al., 1999].
Bare soil has a shortwave albedo of 0.25 - 0.45 depending on the type and mositure of the
soil, whereas live vegetated surfaces typically have low shortwave albedo, 0.15 - 0.30, due to
their photosynthetic properties [Pielke and Avissar, 1990; Jin et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2003].
The albedo of snow cover, especially fresh, deep snow, has a high shortwave albedo of 0.70 0.95 [Myhre and Myhre, 2003; Gao et al., 2005].
To compute the radiative forcing at the Earth’s surface due to surface albedo change,
the downwards incoming surface solar radiation (Wm-2) is multiplied by the change in
surface albedo between the two time periods under consideration [Jin and Roy, 2005; Myhre
et al., 2005; Randerson et al., 2006]. Small changes in albedo can have a significant warming
or cooling effect. Wielicki et al. (2005) noted that the “global average incident surface solar
radiation downwards is ~341 Wm-2, so that a change in surface albedo of 0.01 represents a
global energy balance change of 3.4 Wm-2, similar in magnitude to the impact of doubling
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere”.

4
1.2

Research Hypotheses
The goal of this research is to study and quantify contemporary LCLU change on

albedo and radiative forcing in order to examine past and potential future climate
implications of human land surface activity. The following four research hypotheses are
addressed:

#1.

Over the last 30 years LCLU change across the CONUS has led to a mean net
positive albedo increase and a consequent albedo-related cooling.

#2.

Radiative forcing due to LCLU albedo change is greater than that due to interannual albedo variability.

#3.

Current rates of LCLU change imply future net albedo increases and associated
albedo-related cooling effects.

#4.

There are large regional disparities in LCLU change, consequently large regional
disparities in albedo change and radiative forcing will modify the outcomes of
hypotheses #1, #2 and #3 at the regional scale.

Whether research hypothesis #1 is true is an open research issue. Certainly
Houghton et al. [2001] and Govindasamy et al. [2001] suggest that human land surface
activities on a regional scale have caused an increase in surface albedo and a subsequent
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net cooling due to albedo change. However, in the conterminous United States (CONUS)
there are differences, for example, in the southeastern U.S. 2.1 million acres of cropland
were converted to forest from 1973 to 2000 [Loveland et al., 2002]. Forests generally
have lower albedo than cropland and so arable to forest conversion may have resulted in
a decrease in surface albedo, and thus a net albedo-related warming in the southeastern
U.S. Similarly, Hale et al. [2008] observed negligible but not insignificant increases in
minima and maxima near-surface temperatures due to arable to forest conversion across
the Eastern U.S. Further still, the effect of albedo change may be accentuated in snow
prone regions, as open land can become completely snow-covered and hence highly
reflective, while forest canopies may remain exposed above the snow [Betts, 2000].
Research hypothesis #2 posits the important question that radiative forcing of
anthropogenic LCLU albedo changes are greater than the radiative forcing not due to
LCLU albedo change but due to inter-annual albedo variability. Albedo varies because
of factors including land management practices, vegetation phenology, soil moisture
changes, land degradation e.g., due to sustained overuse, and changes in snow cover [Gao
et al., 2004; Gao et al., 2005]. The inter-annual variability of albedo is usually lower than
seasonal albedo variability [Wang et al., 2004, Matsui et al., 2007], and failure to
adequately prescribe seasonal variations may significantly bias LCLU change forcing
estimates [Nair et al., 2007]. The veracity of hypothesis #2 is likely to vary regionally as
the type and phenology of vegetation, and so albedo, varies across the CONUS.
Research hypothesis #3 follows on from hypothesis #1 and will be considered
using projected future LCLU scenarios. This hypothesis is worthy of interest as it is
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unclear even what contemporary LCLU change rates imply are and it is unknown what
they suggest for the future.
Research hypothesis #4 will be addressed by considering the previous three
hypotheses and comparing their results among ecoregions. Across the CONUS it is likely
that there is no single profile of LCLU change, rather there are varying pulses affected by
clusters of change agents [Loveland et al., 2002, Brown et al., 2005]. This argues strongly
for a regional based analysis approach as continental averages may mask regional
differences.

1.3

Significance of the Research
The research responds to the recent recommendation made by the U.S. National

Research Council (NRC) for regional forcing studies to better understand climatic
responses to LCLU albedo change [NRC, 2005]. The interaction between LCLU change,
albedo, radiative forcing and climate variability is poorly understood. The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [2007] currently describes the role of
LCLU change on the climate system as having a low to medium level of scientific
understanding. Studies have been limited due to uncertainties in LCLU change and
albedo data [IPCC, 2007; Myhre and Myhre, 2003]. Albedo data for different land cover
types are available from a variety of surface and space borne sources but have large
published variability [Oleson et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2003; Roesch et al., 2004; Wang et
al., 2004; Gao et al., 2005], and inter-annual albedo variability [Moody et al., 2005] has
not been considered. Until recently, there have been no LCLU data that capture decadal
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scale changes over large areas that have been defined in a reliable or systematic manner.
For these reasons, previous studies of LCLU radiative forcing have necessarily only
considered hypothetical LCLU change scenarios using representative albedo values
[Betts 2000; Bala et al., 2007]. These scenario driven studies, although useful, cannot
reliably capture LCLU change and albedo effects, especially when it is considered that
the impact of albedo change depends on both the type and spatial extent of LCLU
change, and the spatial averaging of opposite signs of LCLU change may under represent
LCLU contributions over large areas [Pielke et al., 2002; Kleidon, 2006]. Satellite driven
studies have been undertaken using spatially and/or temporary explicit albedo retrievals
but have not considered contemporary LCLU change [Jin and Roy, 2005; Myhre et al.,
2005; Randerson et al., 2006]. The recent advent of spatially and temporally explicit
satellite derived albedo [Schaaf et al., 2002] and systematically sampled LCLU data
[Loveland et al., 2002] offer the opportunity for real advances to quantify, and begin to
understand the drivers of LCLU change related radiative forcing.

1.4

Summary of Chapters
Chapter 2 expands the conceptual review described above through a review of: (i)

historical trends in mean global surface temperature changes, (ii) the establishment of an
international scientific organization tasked to determine the significance of human
activities on Earth surface climate processes, (iii) LCLU change across the conterminous
United States, (iv) research to predict future LCLU, (v) the effects of LCLU albedo
change on the climate system and, (vi) the concepts of climate and radiative forcings.
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Chapter 3 addresses research hypotheses #1 and #4, and describes the processing
methodology developed to quantify the surface radiative forcing of contemporary LCLU
albedo change (1973 to 2000) not including snow effects, for an area equivalent to 43%
of the CONUS. This chapter was published in the Journal of Geophysical Research
Letters (impact factor 3.2).
Chapter 4 addresses research hypotheses #2, and describes the sensitivity of the
forcing estimates to inter-annual albedo variations not associated with LCLU change.
This chapter also provides a revised estimate of the previous chapters CONUS surface
radiative forcing estimate by considering a greater area, 69% of the CONUS, and by
improving the representation of the LCLU class albedos. This was achieved by
incorporating spatially and temporally explicit snow albedo and snow fraction data. This
chapter has been accepted for publication in the Journal of Geophysical Research
Biogeosciences (impact factor 3.1).
Chapter 5 addresses research hypotheses #3 and #4, and demonstrates the utility
of regional spatially and temporally explicit data to quantify the effects of projected 2050
LCLU albedo change on surface radiative forcing for the Eastern United States. This
chapter has been submitted for publication to the Journal of Environmental Research
Letters.
Chapter 6 summarizes the research hypotheses findings and provides a synthesis
of the results. In addition, recommendations for future research are presented with an
emphasis on improvements to datasets used to study LCLU albedo change climate
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forcing effects, integration of the forcing results into climate models and, the need to
place the dissertation research into a global context.
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2.1

Introduction
The Earth's climate system has changed many times during the planet's history,

with events ranging from ice ages to long periods of warmth [National Research Council
(NRC), 2005]. Historically, natural factors such as volcanic eruptions, changes in the
Earth's orbit, and the amount of energy released from the Sun have affected the Earth's
climate system. However, since the start of the Industrial Revolution (about 1750), the
burning of fossil fuels such as coal and oil, and global deforestation has influenced the
concentration of greenhouse gases (i.e., carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide)
significantly in the Earth’s atmosphere [Hansen et al., 2007]. As the concentration of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere has continued to rise, the temperature of the Earth
has become warmer. According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) the 2000 to 2009 decade was the warmest on record, with an average global
surface temperature of 0.54qC (0.96qF) above the twentieth century average, and
significantly greater than the 1990 to 1999 value of 0.36qC (0.65qF) [NOAA, 2010]. A
warming trend has been confidently attributed to the effect of increasing human-made
greenhouse gases [Hansen et al., 2007], and has been linked to more extreme weather
conditions, such as intense floods and droughts, heavier and more frequent storms, and a
possible increase in the frequency and intensity of the El Niño Southern Oscillation
[IPCC, 2007].
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2.2

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
Climate change is a complex issue with highly politicized environmental and

socio-economic consequences. The World Metrological Organization (WMO) and the
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) established the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in 1988, “to provide an objective source of information
about the causes of climate change” [IPCC, 2007]. The IPCC does not conduct any
research, rather, its role is “to assess on a comprehensive, objective, open and
transparent basis the latest scientific, technical and socio-economic literature produced
worldwide relevant to the understanding of the risk of human-induced climate change, its
observed and projected impacts and options for adaptation and mitigation” [IPCC,
2007]. The IPCC has provided assessment reports at regular intervals since its
establishment, which are used by policymakers and scientific experts as standard works
of reference. The findings of the first IPCC report in 1990 were instrumental in leading
the United Nations framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in the Rio de
Janeiro Summit in 1992, and continues to be a major source of information for the
development of the UNFCCC and Kyoto Protocol [IPCC, 2007].
The IPCC [2007] reports that “climate change may be due to natural internal
processes or external forcings, or to persistent human changes in the composition of the
atmosphere or in land cover and land use”.
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2.3

Land Cover and Land Use Change
Land cover is defined as “the biophysical state of the earth’s surface and

immediate subsurface and includes natural vegetation, crops, and human structures that
cover the land surface” [Turner II et al., 1995]. Examples of land cover include forest,
grasslands, and wetlands. Land use implies “both the manner in which the biophysical
attributes of the land are manipulated and the intent underlying that manipulation”
[Turner II et al., 1995]. For example, ‘grass’ is a land cover class, whereas pasture and
recreational parks are land uses of grass.
The term land cover land use change is used to describe the effects of human
influence on the land surface including activities such as irrigation, urbanization,
deforestation, desertification, reforestation, grazing of domesticated animals and dryland
farming [Lambin and Geist, 2006]. Although humans have continually shaped the
Earth’s landscape for centuries, LCLU change has only been recognized as a key driving
force of climate change within the past three decades [Sagan et al., 1979; Bryant et al.,
1990; Pielke et al., 1998; Stohlgren et al., 1998; Betts 2000; Ramaswamy et al., 2001;
Turner II 2001; Nair et al., 2003; NRC, 2005; Betts et al., 2007; IPCC, 2007, Wichansky
et al., 2008]. Depending on the nature and type of the LCLU change activity it can
influence the regional climate by altering the Earth’s surface albedo, surface roughness1,
leaf area index, fractional vegetation cover, soil moisture and fluxes and storage of
carbon and other types of nutrients [Betts, 2001; Claussen et al., 2001]. These changes

1

Surface roughness describes the degree to which surface atmospheric motion is influenced by vegetation
and man made structures such as high density urban centers. Typically high density urban centers cause
more atmospheric turbidity than large homogeneous areas of vegetation.
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can affect surface air temperatures, atmospheric boundary conditions, cloud formation,
and precipitation, which can in turn influence surface weather and climate across a range
of spatial and temporal scales [Pielke, 2001; Kabat et al., 2004]. Many studies have
revealed the extent to which land surface changes have affected local and regional
climates, and it is increasingly clear that some changes in the land surface can have
significant impacts on the climate system in distant parts of the Earth [Pielke and Avissar,
1990; Handerson-Sellers, 1995; Lynn et al., 1995; Claussen et al., 2001; Pielke, 2001;
Kabat et al., 2004] and are described in terms of teleconnections [NRC, 2005]. For
example, it is established that changes in forest cover in the Amazon Basin affect the flux
of moisture into the atmosphere, regional convection and precipitation [Lean and
Warrilow, 1989; Baidya Roy and Avissar, 2002] but recent research has shown
consequences beyond the Amazon Basin, Werth and Avissar [2002] found that U.S.
Midwest spring and summer precipitation is reduced due to Amazonia deforestation.

2.4

Land Cover Land Use Change across the Conterminous United States
The land surface of the conterminous United States (CONUS) covers

approximately eight million square miles, and has experienced extensive LCLU change
since the arrival of settlers in the early 1500s [Williams, 1989; Whitney, 1994]. The first
major land cover transformation was the clearing of the eastern forest for wood products
and agriculture, which steadily progressed westwards across the Appalachians into the
Ohio and upper Mississippi River basins. By the 1840s, agriculture had peaked in the
northeast and many abandoned farm fields and pasturelands were in the process of forest
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regeneration. The Homestead Act of 1862 (where 160 acres of government land were
given free to those people settling and cultivating it for at least five years) led to well
established agriculture in the Great Plains in the late-1800s [Hart, 2003]. The late 1800s
to early 1900s saw intensive commercial logging of old-growth forests in the Great Lakes
and Pacific Northwestern states, followed by mechanized logging of southern pine forests
[Hart, 2003]. In 1902, the government passed the Reclamation Act of 1902 to provide
irrigation resources to small farmers, which further encouraged the agricultural
development of the Midwest [Lambin and Geist, 2006]. The early 20th century saw the
abandonment of croplands and regrowth of forests in the Eastern U.S., which was in part
due to competition from more fertile regions of the Midwest, and also due to competing
demands on land within the east from rapid population growth and urban expansion
[Strack et al., 2008]. Between the 1930s and 1950s, the government sponsored large
irrigation projects in the west that led to the subsequent agricultural development of
California and other western states [Ramankutty and Foley, 1999].
As the research in this dissertation is concerned with LCLU change from the
1970s to present, and from the present to 2050, only contemporary and future LCLU is
considered in the remainder of this section.
Over the last 30 years the population of the CONUS has increased by more than
50% [U.S. Census Bureau, 2010], while agricultural land use has been in decline
[Drummond and Loveland, 2010] and the rates of forest harvesting [Pinder et al., 1999]
and exurban sprawl have been accelerating [Brown et al., 2005; Steyaert and Knox,
2008]. From 1982 to 2003 the amount of agricultural acreage declined by about 12%,
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while in the same period, the area of developed land increased by 48% [White et al.,
2009]. The resulting transition of agricultural land to native grasses was concentrated in
the Great Plains region and has been attributed primarily to the 1985 Farm Bill that
established the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) [Johnson and Maxwell, 2001]. This
voluntary program offered financial incentives for farmers to retire environmentally
sensitive agricultural land to native grasses or trees, usually for ten years in duration. The
most extensive CRP transitions of agriculture to grassland have been in the Missouri and
Souris-Red-Rainy/Upper Mississippi river basins. In the intensely agricultural Central
Valley of California, croplands have expanded even though urban growth is consuming
significant tracts of land [Sleeter et al., 2010]. Changes in western region forests have
been driven in part by international timber markets, conservation of habitat for
endangered species, and management of federal forest lands [Daniels, 2005]. Although
forest logging-related activity declined in the west between 1992 and 2000 [Sleeter,
2008], forest loss has increased in recent years as a result of natural disturbances such as
fire [Westerling et al., 2006] and insect outbreaks [Logan et al., 2003], which is predicted
to continue with future climate change [Bachelet et al., 2003; Hicke et al., 2006]. In the
southeast large scale tree planting operations has occurred on former agricultural land,
primarily due to economic opportunities associated with wood and pulp demands, and
because of CRP’s economic incentives [Drummond and Loveland, 2010]. The landscape
of the CONUS continues to become more fragmented because of continued residential
urban expansion, and changes in forest, agriculture and grasslands. However, there is no
single profile of contemporary LCLU change across the CONUS, rather, there are
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varying pulses affected by clusters of change agents [Loveland et al., 2002]. Continued
development of LCLU information is needed, especially given that CONUS LCLU
conversion is expected to continue [White et al., 2009].

2.5

Modeling Future Land Cover Land Use Change
Nowak and Walton [2005] projected that 5.3% (118,000 km2) of non-urban forest

land will be subsumed by urban growth by 2050, with the greatest impacts in Southern
and Eastern U.S. forests. This type of future LCLU information is needed in support of
water quality and availability, land use planning, biodiversity, carbon balances, and
climate change studies [e.g., Pielke et al., 2002; Baidya Roy et al., 2003; Foley et al.,
2005; Lambin and Geist, 2006; Sohl and Sayler, 2008]. Projecting future LCLU is
complex and difficult. Scenarios are increasingly used to provide plausible descriptions
of what potentially could happen on the landscape as a result of different often related but
sometimes antagonistic drivers including socioeconomic, political, technological and
environmental factors, and emissions of greenhouse gases and aerosols [Riahi et al.,
2010]. Parker et al. [2002] state that if scenarios are to provide modeling tools for policy
makers, they need to move away from abstract, generative LCLU change scenarios to
more realistic, descriptive scenarios based on real-world data and processes. A key
difficulty is establishing linkages between socioeconomic, political, technological and
biophysical drivers of change with changes in LCLU [Gutman et al., 2004; Rindfuss et
al., 2004; Verburg, 2006]. Although the IPCC has used a series of Standardized
Reference Emissions Scenarios (SRES) as a central component of its work in assessing
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likely future climate, they decided in 2006 not to commission another set of SRES,
leaving new scenario development to the research community [Moss et al., 2010]. Given
this new opportunity, the research community selected from the published literature a set
of Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) to map a broad range of climate
outcomes. The RCPs could provide a starting point for new and wide-ranging research to
yield valuable insights into the interaction of human-induced climate processes and are
recommended to be included in future LCLU radiative forcing studies [Moss et al.,
2010]. A perfect representation of all the factors that influence LCLU change is
impossible to achieve in any single scenario [Sohl and Sayler, 2008; Verburg et al.,
2008], and instead many scenarios are needed and their ensemble effects considered.

2.6

Concept of Climate Forcings
Factors that perturb the Earth’s climate system are described in terms of forcings,

usually measured in watts per meter square (Wm-2), and their feedbacks. A climate
forcing is defined by the NRC [2005] as “an energy imbalance imposed on the climate
system either externally or by human activities”. Climate forcings can be natural
processes (i.e., changes in solar energy output, volcanic emissions) or due to human
activities (i.e., LCLU change, emission of greenhouse gases and aerosols). A climate
feedback is an internal climate process that amplifies or dampens the climate responses to
a specific forcing. For example, as rising concentrations of greenhouse gases warm the
Earth’s system, snow and ice begin to melt to reveal darker land and water surfaces that
absorb more of the Sun’s energy, causing more warming, which causes more melting,
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and so on, in a self-reinforcing cycle. This feedback loop, known as the ‘ice-albedo
feedback’, is one of many that may amplify the warming caused by rising levels of
greenhouse gases [Bony et al., 2006].
The 2005 NRC Radiative Forcing Effects of Climate Change report recommended
the broadening of the climate change debate to include LCLU change processes as an
important climate forcing. The current IPCC [2007] report on the radiative forcing of
long lived greenhouse gasses is thought to be too focused and limiting and does not
address the diverse effects of human disturbances on the climate system e.g., the role
LCLU change effects are not included. A broadening in its perspective is suggested as
overdue [Pielke and Niyogi, 2008]. The findings of the NRC [2005] report state the
following:

“Regional variations in radiative forcing may have important regional and global
climatic implications that are not resolved by the concept of global mean radiative
forcing. Tropospheric aerosols and landscape changes have particularly heterogeneous
forcings. To date, there have been only limited studies of regional radiative forcing and
response… Improving societally relevant projections of regional climate impacts will
require a better understanding of the magnitudes of regional forcings and the associated
climate responses” (NRC, 2005).

Clearly, the above statement identifies the importance of LCLU change in the climate
system.
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2.7

Concept of Radiative Forcing
Climate forcings are subdivided into direct radiative forcings, indirect radiative

forcings, and non-radiative forcings. The IPCC [2007] defines these terms as follows:
direct radiative forcings directly affect the radiative budget of the Earth i.e., increased
carbon dioxide (CO2) absorbs and emits infrared radiation. Direct radiative forcings
may be due to a change in concentration of radiatively active gases, a change in solar
radiation reaching the Earth, or changes in surface albedo. Indirect radiative forcings
create an energy imbalance by first altering the climate system components (e.g., the
precipitation efficiency of clouds due to aerosols), which then almost immediately lead
to changes in radiative fluxes. Non-radiative forcings create an energy imbalance that
does not directly involve radiation, an example being the increased evapotranspiration
flux due to agricultural irrigation. The radiative forcing concept provides a framework
for investigating how the Earth’s energy budget can be modified, and for quantifying
the modifications and their potential impacts in terms of surface temperature response
[NRC, 2005]. A surface radiative forcing effect is defined as the ‘instantaneous change
in radiative flux at the surface’ [Hansen et al., 1997] and is distinct from top of
atmosphere (TOA) radiative forcing, which is defined as ‘the change in the net
irradiance at the troposphere after allowing for stratospheric temperatures to re-adjust
to equilibrium’ [IPCC, 2007]. This radiative forcing concept arose from early studies of
climate response to changes in solar insolation and CO2, using simple radiativeconvective models [Manabe and Strickler, 1964; Manabe and Wetherald, 1967]. A
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positive radiative forcing warms the Earth’s surface, while a negative radiative forcing
causes surface cooling.
Figure 2-1 illustrates the magnitude of several important global mean radiative
forcings as estimated in the most recent synthesis report of the IPCC [2007], from 1750
to 2005 due to a range of climate perturbations, including green house gases, ozone,
land use, aerosols, aviation effects on clouds and solar irradiance. The largest positive
forcing (i.e., warming) in Figure 2-1 is from the increase of well-mixed greenhouse
gases (CO2, nitrous oxide (N2O), methane (CH4), and chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)) and
amounted to an estimated 2.4 Wm-2 between the years 1750 and 2000. Among the long
lived greenhouse gases, CO2 increases have caused the largest forcing since preindustrial times. Tropospheric ozone increases have also contributed to warming, while
stratospheric ozone decreases have contributed to cooling [NRC, 2005]. Aerosol
particles also influence radiative forcing directly through scattering and absorption of
solar and infrared radiation in the atmosphere. Some aerosols cause a positive forcing
while others cause a negative forcing. The direct radiative forcing summed over all
aerosol types is negative. However, of the forcings illustrated in Figure 2-1, the
radiative impact of aerosols has the greatest uncertainty, and if the actual negative
forcing from aerosols were at the high end (most negative) of the uncertainty range,
then it could potentially offset all of the positive forcing due to long lived greenhouse
gases [Boucher and Haywood, 2001].
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Figure 2-1. Summary of the principal components of the radiative forcing of
climate change in watts per meter square (Wm-2), the typical geographical extent
of forcing, and the currently assessed level of scientific understanding (LOSU).
The values represent the forcings in 2005 since pre-industrial times (1750). These
radiative forcing result from one or more factors that affect climate and are
associated with human activities or natural processes. Human activities have
cause significant changes in long-lived greenhouse gases, ozone, water vapor,
surface albedo, aerosols and contrails. Positive forcings lead to warming of the
climate and negative forcings lead to a cooling.

Although Figure 2-1 has been widely used in scientific and policy communities, it
does have some important limitations. For example, there is no information about the
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timescales over which each of the forcings is active; it does not provide information
about regional variation in radiative forcing; there is no consistency to indicate the
forcing associated with specific sources (e.g. coal, gas, agricultural practices); and nor
does it include the effect of non-radiative forcings, priorities all recommended in the
2005 NRC report [NRC, 2005]. The timeline adopted by the IPCC in initiating the 2007
assessment report did not allow for recently published papers and reports to be properly
considered. Thus, the recommendations from the 2005 NRC report received little
representation in the current IPCC assessment. It is not known if this would be modified
for the next assessment [Pielke and Niyogi, 2008].

2.8

Land Cover Land Use Surface Albedo Change Direct Radiative Forcing
Land cover land use (LCLU) surface albedo change is defined by the IPCC

[2007] as a direct surface radiative forcing, as the radiative budget of the Earth is directly
affected when a LCLU surface albedo change occurs. For clarity, and for the remainder
of this dissertation, LCLU surface albedo change direct radiative forcing will be referred
to more simply as surface radiative forcing.
Albedo is defined as the fraction of incident radiation which is reflected at the
Earth’s surface [Roesch et al., 2002], and plays a key role in the surface-atmosphere
interaction [Liang et al., 1999]. LCLU albedo change is thought to provide a dominant
influence on mid and high latitude climate change [Betts, 2001; Bounoua et al., 2002].
The albedo of human landscapes can be very different from that of potential natural
vegetation (i.e., vegetation that would exist without the influence of humans). Humans
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have altered the Earth’s surface albedo, primarily through changes in croplands, pastures
and forests [Ramankutty and Foley, 1999]. The albedo of agriculture or cropland is
typically greater than that of forest because the greater leaf area of forest canopies and
multiple reflections within the canopy result in a higher fraction of incident radiation
being absorbed [Román et al., 2009]. Consequently, the higher surface albedo of
agriculture or cropland typically results in more reflection of sunlight, cooling surface air
temperatures comparatively greater than forest. This LCLU difference forcing effect is
particularly accentuated when snow is present, because open land can become entirely
snow-covered and hence highly reflective, while forest can remain exposed above the
snow [Harding and Pomeroy, 1996; Betts, 2000; Hall et al., 2006].
It is thought that LCLU change during the twentieth century has induced a net
cooling effect on mid latitude climate [Oleson et al., 2004; Gibbard et al., 2005] and
globally has resulted in a climate forcing of approximately -0.25 Wm-2 ± 0.25 Wm-2 due
to surface albedo change [IPCC, 2007]. These estimates compare with global climate
forcing estimates from the increase in atmospheric CO2 of 1.66 Wm-2 ± 0.17 Wm-2
[IPCC, 2007]. However, climate forcing impacts due to human LCLU change have been
limited due to uncertainties in LCLU change and albedo data [IPCC, 2007]. Albedo data
for different land cover types are available from a variety of sources but have a large
published variability [Oleson et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2003; Roesch et al., 2004; Wang et
al., 2004; Gao et al., 2005], and intra-annual and inter-annual albedo variability [Wang et
al., 2004; Moody et al., 2005] are not usually captured by such data. There has been no
extensive LCLU change data that captures change over large areas defined in a reliable or
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systematic manner. For these reasons, previous studies have been primarily based on
hypothetically modeled LCLU change scenarios. For example, Bala et al. [2007]
simulated a net cooling influence with large scale global deforestation. Brovkin et al.
[2006] estimated the global mean radiative forcing since 1750 to be –0.15 Wm-2,
considering only cropland changes. Hansen et al. [2005] also considered only cropland
changes and simulated the radiative forcing since 1750 to be –0.15 Wm-2. Betts [2000]
simulated a positive radiative forcing as a result of forestation of agricultural land in
northern hemisphere temperate and boreal forested regions. The forcing ranged from 3
Wm-2 in temperate regions to over 20 Wm-2 in the boreal forests and was highly sensitive
to the presence of snow.
Other studies have estimated the radiative forcing at present day relative to
potential natural vegetation and include: Govindasamy et al. [2001] –0.08 Wm-2, Myhre
et al. [2005], Friedl et al. [2002] and Schaaf et al. [2002] –0.09 Wm-2. These scenario
and model driven studies, although useful, cannot reliably capture LCLU change and
albedo effects especially when it is considered that the impact of albedo change depends
on both the type and the spatial extent of LCLU change [Pielke et al., 2002; Kleidon,
2006]. Satellite driven studies have been undertaken using spatially and/or temporally
explicit albedo retrievals but have not considered contemporary LCLU change [Jin and
Roy, 2005; Myhre et al., 2005; Randerson et al., 2006]. However, the recent advent of
spatially and temporally explicit satellite derived albedo and land cover data sets offer the
opportunity for real advances in understanding surface LCLU albedo and changes in
radiative forcing.
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CHAPTER 3

RADIATIVE FORCING OVER THE CONTERMINOUS UNITED STATES DUE
TO CONTEMPORARY LAND COVER LAND USE ALBEDO CHANGE
Barnes, C.A. and Roy, D.P. (2008), Geophysical Research Letters, 35, L09706,
doi:10.1029/2008GL033567, (Journal impact factor: 3.204).

This paper is also:
-

illustrated on the cover of Geophysical Research Letters, Vol. 35, number 9.

-

an American Geophysical Union Journal Highlight that is summarized in EOS,
89, 24, 10th June 2008, p 221.

This chapter describes the research undertaken to address research hypotheses:
#1 that over the last 30 years LCLU change across the CONUS has led to a mean net
positive albedo increase and a consequent albedo-related cooling, and,
#4 large regional disparities in LCLU change will modify the outcome of hypotheses #1
at the regional scale.
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3.1

Abstract
Recently available satellite land cover land use (LCLU) and albedo data are used

to study the impact of LCLU change from 1973 to 2000 on surface albedo and radiative
forcing for 36 ecoregions covering 43% of the conterminous United States (CONUS).
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) snow-free broadband albedo
values are derived from Landsat LCLU classification maps located using a stratified
random sampling methodology to estimate ecoregion estimates of LCLU induced albedo
change and surface radiative forcing. The results illustrate that radiative forcing due to
LCLU change may be disguised when spatially and temporally explicit data sets are not
used. The radiative forcing due to contemporary LCLU albedo change varies
geographically in sign and magnitude, with the most positive forcings (up to 0.284 Wm-2)
due to conversion of agriculture to other LCLU types, and the most negative forcings (as
low as -0.247 Wm-2) due to forest loss. For the 36 ecoregions considered a small net
positive forcing (i.e., warming) of 0.012 Wm-2 is estimated.

3.2

Introduction
Land cover land use (LCLU) affects Earth surface properties including albedo

that impose a radiative forcing on the climate. It is thought that LCLU change during the
twentieth century has induced a net cooling effect on mid latitude climate [Oleson et al.,
2004; Gibbard et al., 2005] and globally has resulted in a radiative forcing of
approximately -0.25 Wm-2 [IPCC, 2007]. Albedo changes due to LCLU depend on both
the type and spatial extent of LCLU change, and the spatial averaging of opposite signs
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of LCLU forcing may under represent LCLU contributions over larger areas [Pielke et
al., 2002; Kleidon, 2006]. Previous studies have considered hypothetical LCLU change
scenarios using representative albedo values. For example, Betts [2000] simulated a net
climate warming influence with boreal afforestation in the presence of snow, and Bala et
al. [2007] simulated a net cooling influence with large scale global deforestation. Satellite
driven studies have been undertaken using spatially and/or temporally explicit albedo
retrievals but have not considered contemporary LCLU change [Jin and Roy, 2005;
Myhre et al., 2005; Randerson et al., 2006]. In this paper we quantify the surface
radiative forcing of contemporary LCLU albedo change (1973 to 2000) for 43% of the
conterminous United States (CONUS) using recently available satellite derived LCLU
change and albedo data.

3.2

Data
Classification techniques are being used to generate 60 m LCLU maps from

Landsat scenes located within 84 contiguous ecoregions across the CONUS [Loveland et
al., 2002; P. Jellison, and W. Acevedo, United States Geological Survey Land Cover
Trends Project, unpublished data, 2010]. The Landsat data are classified by visual
interpretation, inspection of aerial photography and ground survey, into 10 LCLU classes
(Table 3-1).
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LCLU Class

1973 LCLU
(Km2)

2000LCLU
(Km2)

LCLU change
1973-2000
(%)
0.07

Water
86298
88618
Developed (e.g., residential and
164579
211232
1.35
industrial land uses)
Mechanically Disturbed
20512
43737
0.67
Mining
9854
10742
0.03
Barren
32463
32740
0.01
Forest
1142148
1094247
-1.39
Grass/Shrubland
1156826
1182751
0.75
Agriculture
695532
644747
-1.47
Wetland
139567
133384
-0.18
2075
7638
0.16
Naturally Disturbed
Table 3-1. The 10 land cover land use (LCLU) classes, the LCLU class areal proportions
for 1973 and 2000, and the net change from 1973 to 2000, for the 36 conterminous
United States ecoregions considered in this study (Figure 3-1). Classes in bold denote the
greatest net LCLU changes.

The classes are defined to capture LCLU discernable in Landsat data and include
mechanically and naturally disturbed classes that describe land that is in an altered
unvegetated state. Mechanical disturbances include those such as forest clear cutting,
earthmoving, or reservoir draw down; natural disturbances include those due to wind,
fire, or insect infestation [Stehman et al., 2003]. Each ecoregion includes 9 to 48 Landsat
10kmx10km or 20kmx20km classified spatial subsets located using a stratified random
sampling methodology that are used to estimate areal LCLU class proportions [Stehman
et al., 2005]. At the time of writing only 36 of the 84 ecoregions have been processed by
the United States Geological Survey and these are used in this study. The ecoregion areal
LCLU class proportions and classified Landsat subsets defined for 1973 and for 2000 are
considered. The 36 ecoregions are illustrated in Figure 3-1 and cover 43% of the
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CONUS; the classified Landsat subsets cover 3.7% of this area. The ecoregions vary in
area from 14,458 km2 (Willamette Valley, ecoregion 3) to 346,883 km2 (Northwestern
Great Plains, ecoregion 43).
Albedo data are provided by the most recent Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Collection 5 BRDF/Albedo 16-day 500m product [Schaff et
al., 2002] that is available every 8 days [Roy et al., 2006]. Three years of 500m
broadband (0.3-5.0ȝm) snow-free broadband white sky albedo data (February 18th 2000
to February 18th 2003) are used to capture inter-annual albedo variability.
The European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) 40 year
Reanalysis data set (ERA-40) provides global monthly mean incoming surface solar
radiation (SSRD) at 2.5rby 2.5rgrid cells from September 1957 to August 2002 [Allan
et al., 2004]. Data from January 1973 to December 2000 are used to derive mean monthly
SSRD for each ecoregion.

of land cover and land use change, from 1973 to 2000 [P. Jellison, and W. Acevedo (unpublished data, 2010)].

Figure 3-1. The 36 ecoregions, available to date, used in this study (numbered and colored) and their proportions
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3.3

Methods
Monthly albedos for each ecoregion were estimated independently for 1973 and

2000 as:

10
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ecoregion

, month , year

¦

class

i

§¨
1©

p

i , ecoregion

, year

D

i , ecoregion

, month

·¸
¹
[1]

where, for each LCLU class i, pi is the LCLU class area proportion, and D i is the mean
monthly snow-free broadband white sky MODIS albedo derived from the three years of
MODIS data. The albedo values were derived at locations defined by the Landsat 2000
classified subsets. To ensure that MODIS 500 m pixels containing only a single LCLU
class were considered, the boundaries of the LCLU classes in each subset were
morphologically eroded by 240m [Serra, 1982]. Albedo values were then extracted at the
remaining LCLU class centroids for 3 years of snow-free non-missing MODIS data every
8 days after the Landsat 2000 acquisition date to February 18th 2003. A total of 197,205
MODIS albedo values were extracted and used in this study. In some ecoregions, for
certain LCLU classes and months, there were insufficient MODIS data to compute D i ;
this typically occurred in ecoregions with small areal LCLU class proportions (<0.005) in
cloudy and snow contaminated months. In these cases, and when pi > 0, D i was set as
the median of the mean monthly class albedos computed for the ecoregions with
available MODIS data.
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The monthly surface radiative forcing ('Fsurface month) in each ecoregion due to
LCLU induced albedo change, defined as the instantaneous change in energy flux at the
surface [Hansen et al., 1997], was estimated as:

'Fecoregion , month

 I p ecoregion , month D ecoregion , month , 2000  D ecoregion , month , 1973
[2]

where I p is the mean monthly incoming surface solar radiation (Wm-2) derived from the
ERA40 dataset, and D2000 and D1973 are the monthly ecoregion albedos for 2000 and 1973
respectively (Equation 1). The mean annual forcing for each ecoregion was derived as
the mean of the 12 monthly forcings as:
12

¦ 'F

ecoregion , month

'Fecoregion , annual

month 1

12
[3]

3.4

Results
For the 36 CONUS ecoregions considered, the dominant contemporary (1973-

2000) LCLU changes were a net areal increase in developed land (1.35%) and a net
decrease in agricultural land (-1.47%) (Table 3-1). The most extensive LCLU changes
occurred in the Pacific Northwest (> 25%) and in the Southeast (> 20%), and the least (<
5%) in the Central Basin region (Figure 3-1). This pattern of LCLU change is driven
primarily by socio-economic factors causing exurban sprawl [Theobold, 2005] and the
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conversion and abandonment of agricultural land mainly for development [Brown et al.,
2005].
Table 3-2 summarizes the CONUS MODIS 3 year mean snow-free broadband
white sky albedos for each LCLU class. The mean CONUS albedo class values are
broadly comparable to other worker’s results [Myhre et al., 2005], with the barren and
agriculture classes having the highest mean albedo (0.240 and 0.171 respectively) and the
water class the lowest mean albedo (0.058). The CONUS standard deviation albedo
values and the minimum, median, and maximum within-ecoregion standard deviations
for each LCLU class are also tabulated, and are indicative of geographic albedo variation.
The CONUS standard deviations for the different classes are always greater than the
median within-ecoregion albedo standard deviations, but are not significantly smaller
than the maximum within-ecoregion albedo standard deviations. This in part reflects
noise in the MODIS data, but is not unexpected as the ecoregion LCLU stratification was
not designed with respect to albedo directly, and because albedo varies as function of
numerous factors not captured by the LCLU classes. For example, the forest class is
present in all the ecoregions considered, except for the Western High Plains (ecoregion
25), and encompasses a wide variety of tree species, stand densities, ages, and soil
backgrounds. By using ecoregion specific mean monthly albedo values in Equation 1 we
reduce this geographic variability.
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LCLU Class

Mean of
CONUS
albedos

Standard
deviation
of CONUS
albedos

Barren
Agriculture
Grassland/ Shrubland
Mining
Developed
Mechanically Disturbed
Forest
Wetland
Naturally Disturbed
Water

0.240
0.171
0.168
0.153
0.150
0.138
0.128
0.127
0.120
0.058

0.095
0.026
0.039
0.038
0.030
0.027
0.026
0.028
0.026
0.043

n

1727
47484
34597
4818
24297
8501
50821
12731
732
11497

Minimum
within
ecoregion
albedo
standard
deviation
0.059
0.015
0.014
0.013
0.014
0.016
0.014
0.016
0.017
0.016

Median
within
ecoregion
albedo
standard
deviation
0.068
0.019
0.023
0.023
0.018
0.019
0.022
0.024
0.017
0.028

Maximum
within
ecoregion
albedo
standard
deviation
0.077
0.033
0.047
0.039
0.034
0.025
0.031
0.044
0.018
0.038

Table 3-2. Mean and standard deviation of snow-free broadband white sky albedos for
each land cover land use (LCLU) class computed over the 36 conterminous United States
(CONUS) ecoregions considered in this study (Figure 3-1) from three years of MODIS
data; n is the number of albedo values considered; the LCLU classes are ranked in
descending mean albedo order. The minimum, median, and maximum albedo standard
deviations are also shown to indicate the variability of within ecoregion albedo.

The net changes in ecoregion albedo due to LCLU change are illustrated in Figure
3-2. The albedos of the LCLU classes and the extent of LCLU change determine these
results; consequently ecoregions with the highest areal proportions of LCLU change
(Figure 3-1) do not consistently coincide with the ecoregions of highest albedo change
(Figure 3-2) and the correlation between these data is low (0.189). Timber harvesting in
the Puget Lowland (ecoregion 2) produced the largest albedo increase (0.0016), whereas
the conversion of agricultural land to forest in the Mississippi Valley Loess Plains
(ecoregion 74) produced the largest decrease in albedo (-0.0015). To put these albedo
changes into context, the mean annual SSRD for the 36 ecoregions considered is 190
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Wm-2; thus, a change in albedo of 0.0015 represents a surface forcing of 0.285 Wm-2,
which is not insignificant. Rather than apply regional annual averages however, Equation
2, is used to compute surface forcings in an ecoregion specific manner using monthly
data.
Figure 3-3 illustrates the mean annual surface radiative forcing computed using
ecoregion specific and monthly data [Equation 2]. The surface radiative forcing ranged
from -0.247 Wm-2 in the Puget Lowland (ecoregion 2) to 0.284 Wm-2 in the Mississippi
Valley Loess Plains (ecoregion 74). The geographic distribution of forcing is highly
correlated (-0.984) with the LCLU albedo change and only weakly (-0.119) correlated
with the mean annual SSRD. Table 3-3 summarizes the five ecoregions with the highest
observed positive and negative surface radiative forcings. The LCLU changes that
resulted in the net largest magnitude of albedo change are also summarized (Table 3-3,
column 5) and may not necessarily be the most extensive LCLU changes; for example,
LCLU change between classes with very different albedos may have a greater net albedo
impact than more extensive changes between classes with similar albedos. All five
ecoregions with the highest positive radiative forcings experienced a LCLU conversion
from agriculture (to forest, developed, or grass/shrub), whereas forest loss was a common
conversion in the five ecoregions with the most negative forcings.

2000 (D2000 - D1973) for the 36 ecoregions used in this study.

Figure 3-2. The estimated net albedo change due to contemporary land cover land use change from 1973 to
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change from 1973 to 2000 (Equation 2) for the 36 ecoregions used in this study.

Figure 3-3. The mean annual surface radiative forcing due to contemporary land cover land use albedo
56
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Mean
Annual
Surface
Radiative
Forcing
(Wm-2)

Mean
Annual
Monthly
SSRD
(Wm-2)

Net Mean
Annual Surface
Albedo Change
(D2000 -D1973)

0.284

194

-0.001

Central California Valley (7)

0.236

226

-0.001

Northern Piedmont (64)

0.164

177

-0.001

Atlantic Coastal Pine Barrens (84)

0.156

180

-0.001

Western High Plains (25)

0.140

212

-0.001

Puget Lowland (2)

-0.247

151

0.002

Mojave Basin and Range (14)

-0.210

244

0.001

Sierra Nevada (5)

-0.153

221

0.001

Southern Florida Coastal Plain
(76)

-0.132

202

0.001

Middle Atlantic Coastal Plain (63)

-0.127

191

0.001

Ecoregion

Positive Radiative Forcing
Mississippi Valley Loess Plain
(74)

LCLU change
conversion
From / To

Agriculture to
Forest
Agriculture to
Grass/Shrub
Agriculture to
Developed
Agriculture to
Developed
Agriculture to
Grass/Shrub

Negative Radiative Forcing
Forest to
M. Disturbed
Grass/Shrub to
Developed
Forest to
M. Disturbed
Wetland to
Agriculture
Forest to
M. Disturbed

Table 3-3. The 5 ecoregions that observed the highest mean annual positive and negative
radiative forcing, their corresponding mean monthly incoming surface solar radiation
(SSRD), net mean annual surface albedo change (D2000 - D1973), and the land cover land
use (LCLU) change that resulted in the net largest magnitude of albedo change from 1973
to 2000. Ecoregion numbering is included in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-4 shows a histogram of the mean annual surface radiative forcing values
illustrated in Figure 3-3. The histogram shape illustrates an almost balanced distribution
of positive and negative forcing for the 36 ecoregions (mean 0.001 Wm-2, median -0.006
Wm-2). A CONUS scale forcing estimate, derived by summing the product of the
ecoregion areas (m2) and forcing estimates (Wm-2), divided by the total area (m2) of the
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36 ecoregions, provides a small positive (i.e. warming) net surface radiative forcing of
0.012 Wm-2.

Figure 3-4. Histogram of the mean annual surface radiative forcing due to contemporary
land cover land use albedo change from 1973 to 2000 for the 36 ecoregions used in this
study (Figure 3-3 data).

3.5

Conclusions
This letter has demonstrated the value of regional spatially and temporally explicit

data to quantify, and begin to understand, the drivers of LCLU related radiative forcing
which remains poorly understood [Pielke et al., 2002; NRC, 2005; IPCC, 2007]. Previous
United States historical [Bounoua et al., 2002; Matthews et al., 2003] and contemporary
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[Hale et al., 2006] LCLU climate studies have indicated directional uncertainty in
radiative forcing estimates. Our results also indicate this, with a large geographic
variation in forcing due to LCLU albedo change, varying from -0.247 Wm-2 to 0.284
Wm-2, for 36 ecoregions covering 43% of the CONUS. At the ecoregion level this
magnitude of forcing is not insignificant, being similar in magnitude to global forcing
estimates due to LCLU change during the twentieth century [IPCC, 2007].
Loss of agricultural and forested lands was observed to be the LCLU changes that
caused the greatest absolute albedo induced forcing. Across the CONUS however there is
no single profile of LCLU change, rather, there are varying pulses affected by clusters of
change agents [Loveland et al., 2002]. This argues strongly for the ecoregion based
analysis we have described, as continental averages may mask regional differences;
indeed, because of the variability in magnitude and sign of forcing, we estimate only a
small, 0.012 Wm-2, net CONUS forcing due to contemporary LCLU albedo change. This
work did not consider snow, which may have a significant land cover dependent albedo
effect [Jin et al., 2002] and so may impact the forcing associated with actual albedo
change [Betts, 2000]; however, only about one eighth of the CONUS ecoregions
considered in this study have significant annual snow cover. Further research will be
undertaken to address these impacts for a larger number of ecoregions as more LCLU
change data become available.
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This chapter describes the research undertaken to address research hypotheses:
#2 that radiative forcing due to LCLU albedo change is greater than that due to inter-

annual albedo variability, and,
#4 large regional disparities in LCLU change will modify the outcome of hypotheses #2

at the regional scale.
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4.1

Abstract
Satellite derived land cover land use (LCLU), snow and albedo data, and

incoming surface solar radiation reanalysis data, were used to study the impact of LCLU
change from 1973 to 2000 on surface albedo and radiative forcing for 58 ecoregions
covering 69% of the conterminous United States (CONUS). A net positive surface
radiative forcing (i.e., warming) of 0.029 Wm-2 due to LCLU albedo change from 1973 to
2000 was estimated. The forcings for individual ecoregions were similar in magnitude to
current global forcing estimates, with the most negative forcing (as low as -0.367 Wm-2)
due to the transition to forest and the most positive forcing (up to 0.337 Wm-2) due to the
conversion to grass/shrub. Snow exacerbated both negative and positive forcing for
LCLU transitions between snow-hiding and snow-revealing LCLU classes. The surface
radiative forcing estimates were highly sensitive to snow-free inter-annual albedo
variability, which had a percent average monthly variation from 1.6% to 4.3% across the
ecoregions. The results described in this paper enhance our understanding of
contemporary LCLU change on surface radiative forcing and suggest that future forcing
estimates should model snow and inter-annual albedo variation.

4.2

Introduction
Surface albedo affects the Earth’s radiative budget by controlling how much

incoming solar radiation is absorbed and reflected by the Earth’s surface and is a
fundamental parameter for characterizing the Earth’s radiative regime [Dickinson, 1995].
It is thought that land cover land use (LCLU) change during the twentieth century,
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primarily increasing croplands and pastures and decreasing forested land [Ramankutty

and Foley, 1999], has resulted in a global net cooling of approximately -0.25 Wm-2
[Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007]. Changes in surface albedo
depend on both the type and spatial extent of LCLU change and the spatial averaging of
opposite signs of LCLU induced radiative forcing may under represent LCLU
contributions over large areas [Pielke et al., 2002; Kleidon, 2006; Barnes and Roy, 2008].
Surface albedos vary seasonally because of factors including land management practices
and phenology [Gao et al., 2005] and failure to adequately prescribe seasonal vegetation
variations may significantly bias LCLU change forcing estimates [Nair et al., 2007].
Similarly, snow is temporally variable and because the albedo of snow is high relative to
that of vegetation and soil, changes from snow-hiding to snow-revealing LCLU types
may have a significant surface radiative forcing effect [Betts, 2000].
In this paper we update earlier work [Barnes and Roy, 2008] to quantify the
surface radiative forcing due to contemporary LCLU albedo change (1973 to 2000) for
the conterminous United States (CONUS) using spatially and temporally explicit satellite
derived LCLU change and albedo data. We provide a revised estimate of the CONUS
surface radiative forcing by considering a greater area, 69% of the CONUS, and by
improving the representation of the LCLU class albedos. Median monthly snow and
snow-free albedo climatology values are derived from nine years of MODerate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) albedo product data for ten LCLU
classes in 58 ecoregions. These, and monthly surface solar radiation, monthly snow
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fraction, and 1973 to 2000 LCLU change data, are used to compute monthly and annual
ecoregion forcing estimates.
The sensitivity of the forcing estimates to inter-annual albedo variations that are
not associated with LCLU change are examined. Although inter-annual albedo variability
is usually lower than seasonal variability [Wang et al., 2004; Gao et al., 2005; Matsui et

al., 2007] it is unknown if albedo changes from one year to another significantly impact
LCLU albedo change forcing estimates. In addition, by incorporating spatially and
temporally explicit snow albedo data we examine what impact modeling snow conditions
has on contemporary LCLU albedo change surface radiative forcing, particularly in the
northern and high altitude snow prone regions of the CONUS.

4.2

Study Area and Data
LCLU information for the CONUS are currently being generated from decadal

Landsat data (1973 to 2000) at the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Earth
Resources Observation and Science (EROS) Center [Loveland et al., 2002; P. Jellison
and W. Acevedo, USGS Land Cover Trends Project, unpublished data, 2010]. Landsat
Multispectral Scanner (MSS), Thematic Mapper (TM), and Enhanced Thematic Mapper
Plus (ETM+) data with reflective wavelength pixel sizes of 80 m, 30 m and 30 m
respectively are re-sampled to 60 m and then classified by visual interpretation,
inspection of aerial photography and ground survey, into 10 classes (Table 4-4, first
column). The classes are defined to capture LCLU discernable in the Landsat data and
include mechanically disturbed (forest clear cutting, earthmoving, or reservoir draw
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down) and naturally disturbed classes (due to wind, fire, or insect infestation) that
describe land that is in an altered unvegetated state. The Landsat data are located using a
stratified random sampling methodology with respect to the 84 contiguous Level III
ecoregions defined by Omernik [1987]. At the time of writing only 58 of the 84
ecoregions have been processed by the United States Geological Survey and these are
used in this study.
Figure 4-1 shows the CONUS study area and the 58 ecoregions that have Landsat
derived LCLU data generated to date. The ecoregion numbering system (1 to 84) used to
refer to specific ecoregions is illustrated in Figure 4-1. In each ecoregion, classification of
10 km x 10 km or 20 km x 20 km Landsat spatial subsets acquired in 1973, 1980, 1986,
1992, and 2000 was performed. A total of 1,796 subsets fall in the 58 ecoregions
considered and are located using a stratified random sampling methodology with 9 to 48
Landsat classified spatial subsets per ecoregion. The sampling was designed to enable a
statistically robust ‘scaling up’ of the classification data to estimate areal LCLU class
proportions and LCLU class temporal change within each ecoregion [Stehman et al.,
2005]. The 58 ecoregions cover 69% of the CONUS and vary in area from 14,458 km2
(Willamette Valley, ecoregion 3) to 346,883 km2 (Northwestern Great Plains, ecoregion
43). Statistical estimates of the LCLU class proportions in each of these ecoregions
[Stehman et al., 2005] and the classified Landsat subsets that fall within them for years
1973 and 2000 are used in this study.

changes from 1973 to 2000.

Figure 4-1. Completed ecoregions to date (colored and numbered) and their percentage of land cover land use
69
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Albedo data are provided by the most recent MODIS Collection 5 BRDF/Albedo
16-day 500m product [Schaaf et al., 2002]. The MODIS BRDF/Albedo product is
generated every 8 days by inversion of the Ross-Thick/Li-Sparse-Reciprocal Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) model against the MODIS
observations (surface reflectance and solar and viewing geometry values) sensed in a 16day period [Schaaf et al., 2002; 2008]. The MODIS albedo product provides both the
black-sky albedo (directional-hemispherical reflectance) computed by integration of the
BRDF over all view angles, and the white-sky albedo (bihemispherical reflectance under
isotropic illumination) derived by a further integration over all solar zenith angles [Schaaf

et al., 2002]. In this work the MODIS broadband (0.3-5.0µm) white-sky albedo and
associated per-pixel product quality assessment (QA) information that describe the
processing method and whether a snow or snow-free albedo was retrieved are used. Only
good quality (full BRDF inversion), non-fill, snow, and snow-free albedo values are used.
Nine years of MODIS 500 m broadband white-sky albedo, February 18th 2000 – March
31st 2009, defined every 8 days are used in order to capture inter-annual albedo
variability.
Snow cover data are provided by the MODIS Collection 5 monthly average snow
cover 0.05q climate modeling grid (CMG) product (MOD10CM) [Hall et al., 2006; Hall

et al., 2007]. The monthly products for January 2004 to December 2008 (the complete
full years currently available) are used to compute ecoregion monthly snow climatology,
i.e., the mean fractional snow cover (0-1) for each calendar month, and the mean of the
12 monthly values are used to compute the ecoregion mean annual snow fraction.
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Monthly incoming surface solar radiation downwards (SSRD) are provided in 2.5q by
2.5q cells from January 1973 to December 2000 by the European Center for Medium
Range Weather Forecasts 40 year Reanalysis (ERA-40) data set [Allan et al., 2004].
ERA-40 is a 45-year second-generation reanalysis that has been supplied with more
observations and makes more comprehensive use of satellite data, re-processed from raw
observations where possible [Uppala et al., 2005]. These data are used to define mean
monthly SSRD climatology in watts per meter square (Wm-2) for each ecoregion.
LCLU Class

CONUS Snow-free Albedo

CONUS Snow Albedo

Barren
0.1938
0.4864 (2)
Agriculture
0.1686
0.5673 (1)
Mining
0.1573
0.4421 (5)
Developed
0.1569
0.4153 (7)
Grass/shrub
0.1562
0.4562 (4)
Wetland
0.1418
0.4645 (3)
Mechanically Disturbed
0.1387
0.3148 (9)
Non Mechanically Disturbed
0.1301
0.4323 (6)
Forest
0.1296
0.2433 (10)
Water
0.0745
0.3463 (8)
Table 4-1. The 10 land cover land use classes defined in the decadal conterminous United
States (CONUS) Landsat classifications. Corresponding CONUS estimates of the annual
snow and snow-free broadband white-sky MODIS albedo values are tabulated for each class.
The land cover land use classes are ranked in descending snow-free albedo order. The rank of
the snow albedos are denoted in brackets in the 3rd column. The land cover land use class
albedos are shown here for interpretive purposes only, they were not used in the described
analyses. The albedos were computed for each class i from all the valid MODIS albedo
samples for each month m (1…12), ecoregion e (Figure 4-1), and year y (2000-2009) as:

CONUS D i

median
12 months

^ median ^median ^ D
58 ecoregions

9 years

i , m ,e , y

```
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4.3

Methods

4.3.1 Ecoregion LCLU Class Monthly Albedo
MODIS 500 m broadband white-sky albedo values were extracted at fixed
geographic locations defined by analysis of the 60 m Landsat 2000 LCLU classified
subsets. In each of the 58 ecoregions there were 9 to 48 Landsat 2000 LCLU classified
subsets; in the larger ecoregions, there were more Landsat subsets, and so typically more
albedo values available for extraction. To ensure that the MODIS 500 m pixels contained
only a single LCLU class, the boundaries of each LCLU class in each subset were
morphologically eroded by 240 m [Serra, 1982]. MODIS albedo values were then
extracted at the remaining LCLU class centroids from the 9 year time series of MODIS
albedo data starting after each Landsat subset 2000 acquisition date to March 31st 2009.
A total of 60,423 snow and 1,307,902 snow-free MODIS albedo values were extracted.
The median snow and snow-free monthly albedo was computed from the 9 years
of MODIS data for each LCLU class, ecoregion and month as:

D i , ecoregion, month, snow

median ^ snow albedoi , ecoregion, month
9 years

D i , ecoregion, month, snowfree

median ^ snowfree albedoi , ecoregion, month
9 years

where

D i , ecoregion , month , snow

`

and

D i , ecoregion , month , snowfree

` [1]

are the monthly median

snow and snow-free monthly albedos for LCLU class i respectively in the ecoregion, and

snow albedo and snowfree albedo are the snow and snow-free broadband white-sky
MODIS 500 m albedo values. The median rather than the mean value was taken as it is
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less sensitive to infrequent but anomalously low or high MODIS albedo values associated
with residual shadow or cloud contamination [Román et al., 2009].
In some ecoregions, and for certain months and LCLU classes, there were
insufficient MODIS snow and snow-free albedos to estimate [1]. This typically occurred
in ecoregions with small areal LCLU class proportions (<0.005), in persistently cloudy
months, and for the snow albedo in snow-free ecoregions and summer months. In these
cases, the median monthly (snow or snow-free) class albedos computed for each
ecoregion with at least 3 valid (non-fill, full BRDF inversion) class albedo values were
computed and the median of the CONUS median albedo values used as:

D i , ecoregion, month, snow

^median ^ snow albedo
median ^ median ^ snowfree albedo

median

58 ecoregions

D i , ecoregion, month, snowfree

58 ecoregions

i , ecoregion, month

9 years

``

i , ecoregion, month

9 years

``

[2]
where

D i , ecoregion, month , snow

and

D i , ecoregion , month , snowfree

are the monthly median

snow and snow-free monthly albedos for LCLU class i respectively.
The median albedos were used to estimate the ecoregion monthly LCLU class albedos,
using the ecoregion snow fraction, following the approach of Roesch at al. [2002], as:

D i , ecoregion, month

1 f

snow, month , ecoregion

f snow, month, ecoregion .D

.D

i , ecoregion, month , snowfree



i , ecoregion, month , snow

[3]
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where

and

D i , ecoregion , month

D

is the monthly albedo for LCLU class i,

D i , ecoregion, month, snow

are the median snow and snow-free monthly albedos for

i , ecoregion, month , snowfree

LCLU class i respectively defined as Equation [1] or [2], and

f

snow , month , ecoregion

is

the monthly snow fraction [0-1] derived from the MODIS snow product.

4.3.2 Ecoregion Monthly Albedo
An estimate of the monthly albedo for each ecoregion and year was computed
independently for the LCLU class areal proportions in 1973 and 2000 as:
10

¦

D ecoregion , month , year

p i , ecoregion , year .D i , ecoregion , month

i 1

[4]
where, year is 1973 or 2000, and for each LCLU class i, pi is the LCLU class areal
proportion in the ecoregion for the year defined by the USGS Land Cover Trends Project
data [Stehman et al., 2005], and

D i ,ecoregion, month

is defined as Equation [3].

To help interpret our results the annual LCLU induced albedo change from 1973
to 2000 was computed as:
12

¦D

'D

month
ecoregion , annual

ecoregion , month , 2000

 D ecoregion , month , 1973

1

12
[5]
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where

D ecoregion , month , year

is defined as Equation [4].

4.3.3 Ecoregion Monthly Albedo Inter-Annual Variability
The inter-annual monthly albedo variability was estimated for each LCLU class
as:

MADi, ecoregion, month median ® Di, ecoregion, month, snowfree  median ^Di, ecoregion, month, snowfree` ½¾
9 years ¯
9 years
¿
[6]
where MADi , ecoregion, month is the albedo median absolute deviation (MAD) for each
LCLU class i, month, and ecoregion, and

D i , ecoregion , month , snowfree

is defined as Equation

[1] or [2]. These MAD values reflect for each month the inter-annual albedo variation
derived over the 9 years of MODIS data from 2000 to 2009. The MAD rather than the
standard deviation was used as it is less sensitive to infrequent but anomalously low or
high MODIS albedo values.Only snow-free MODIS albedo data were considered as
many ecoregions had insufficient snow albedo LCLU class values in each month to
compute MAD statistics. Inter-annual albedo variability statistics were computed for
snow-free conditions for a total of 45 ecoregions.
The inter-annual monthly albedo variability for each ecoregion was estimated as:
10

MADecoregion, month, year

¦
i 1

pi , ecoregion, year .MADi , ecoregion, month

[7]
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where for each LCLU class i, pi is the LCLU class areal proportion in the ecoregion
defined for year 1973 or 2000,

D i , ecoregion , month

is defined as Equation [3] and

MADi , ecoregion , month is defined as Equation [6].
To help interpret our results the percentage average monthly variation in the
ecoregion albedo due to inter-annual albedo variability was computed as:

12

¦

vecoregion , year

month

·
§ MAD ecoregion , month , year
¨
D ecoregion , month , year ¸¹
1©
* 100
12
[8]

where year is 1973 or 2000 and

D ecoregion, month , year

MAD ecoregion , month , year

is defined as Equation 7 and

is defined as Equation 4.

4.3.4 Surface Radiative Forcing due to LCLU Albedo Change from 1973 to 2000
In each ecoregion, the monthly surface radiative forcing (Wm-2) due to LCLU
albedo change from 1973 to 2000 was estimated following [Jin and Roy, 2005; Barnes

and Roy, 2008] as:

'Fecoregion, month

I p ecoregion, month . D ecoregion, month, 2000  D ecoregion, month, 1973
[9]
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where

 I p ecoregion, month

for the ecoregion, and

is the mean monthly incoming SSRD climatology (Wm-2)

D ecoregion, month, 2000

and

D ecoregion, month, 1973

are the

monthly ecoregion albedos for 2000 and 1973 respectively defined as Equation [4]. The
annual surface radiative forcing (Wm-2) in each ecoregion due to LCLU albedo change
from 1973 to 2000 was computed as:
12

¦ 'F

ecoregion , month

month 1

'Fecoregion , annual

12
[10]

where 'Fecoregion , month is defined by Equation [9].

The CONUS scale net surface radiative forcing (Wm-2) was estimated as:
58

¦a

'FCONUS , annual

ecoregion
ecoregion 1
58

'Fecoregion , annual

¦a

ecoregion
ecoregion 1

[11]
where

aecoregion

Equation [10].

is the ecoregion area (km2) and 'Fecoregion , annual is defined by
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4.3.5 Sensitivity of Surface Radiative Forcing due to Inter-Annual Albedo Variability
The sensitivity of the monthly surface radiative forcing was estimated by applying
standard propagation of variance formulae to Equation [9], assuming that there was no
error in the incoming SSRD climatology (as this is not defined) and that the monthly
ecoregion albedos for 2000 and 1973 were independent, as:

 I p ecoregion, month

H 'F

ecoregion, month

H D2

ecoregion, month , 2000

 H D2ecoregion, month , 1973

[12]
where

H 'F

error,

 I p ecoregion, month is the mean monthly incoming SSRD climatology (Wm-2) for

ecoregion , month

the ecoregion, and

HD

HD

is the monthly ecoregion surface radiative forcing

ecoregion, month , 2000

ecoregion, month , year

and

HD

ecoregion, month , 1973

are defined as:

§ 10
¨ ¦ pi , ecoregion, year . MADi , ecoregion, month
¨i 1
©

·
¸
¸
¹
[13]

where, for each LCLU class i, pi is the class areal proportion in the ecoregion for the
year defined by the USGS Land Cover Trends Project data [Stehman et al., 2005] and

MADi , ecoregion, month is the albedo median absolute deviation defined by [Equation 6].
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The sensitivity of the annual surface radiative forcing imposed by inter-annual
albedo variability was estimated by applying standard propagation of variance formulae
to Equation [10], assuming that the monthly forcing estimates were independent as:

1
.
12

H 'F

ecoregion , annual

12

¦H

2
'Fecoregion ,

month

month 1

[14]
where

H 'F

ecoregion , month

is defined by Equation [12].

Similarly, the CONUS scale net surface radiative forcing error was estimated by
applying standard propagation of variance formulae to Equation [11], assuming that the
ecoregion area estimates were without error and that the monthly forcing estimates were
independent as:

45

H 'F

CONUS , annual

¦

ecoregion 1

2
·
§§
·
¸
¨¨
¸
a
¸
¨ ¨ ecoregion ¸ 2
H
'
F
45
¨¨
ecoregion , annual ¸
¸
¸
¨ ¨ ¦ aecoregion ¸
¸
¨© 1
¹
¹
©

[15]

where

aecoregion

Equation [14].

is the ecoregion area (km2) and

H 'F

ecoregion , annual

is defined by
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4.4

Results

4.4.1 LCLU Change from 1973 to 2000
Between 1973 and 2000 all of the 58 ecoregions considered had LCLU change
(Figure 4-1). The greatest estimated percentage areal changes occurred in the north-west:
28.7% in the Puget Lowland (ecoregion 2), 25.5% Coast Range (ecoregion 1), and 14.5%
Willamette Valley (ecoregion 3), and in the southeast: 24.8% in the Southern Coastal
Plain (ecoregion 75) and 20.4% in the Southeastern Plains (ecoregion 65). The smallest
estimated percentage areal changes occurred in the Chihuahuan Desert (ecoregion 24)
0.5% and in the Lake Agassiz Plain (ecoregion 48) 1.4%. At the CONUS scale, the
dominant LCLU changes were a net areal decrease in agricultural land from 1.652
million km2 in 1973, to 1.577 million km2 in 2000, and a net areal increase in developed
land from 194.3 thousand km2 in 1973 to 259.0 thousand km2 in 2000.
Figure 4-2 illustrates the leading LCLU class transitions by areal change from
1973 to 2000 for the ecoregions considered. The greatest amounts of change were
generally in ecoregions with active timber harvesting, while the lowest amounts of
change were in ecoregions where urbanization was the leading change. A transition of
agriculture to grass/shrub was concentrated in the Great Plains ecoregions and can be
attributed primarily to the 1985 Farm Bill that established the Conservation Reserve
Program [Johnson and Maxwell, 2001]. This voluntary program offered financial
incentives for farmers to retire marginal agricultural land to native grasses or trees,
usually for ten years in duration. A transition from forest to mechanically disturbed
classes occurred primarily in ecoregions of the Pacific Northwest and in the East, which
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is indicative of the active timber harvesting industries in these ecoregions. All ecoregions
experienced significant increases in developed land between 1973 and 2000 [Loveland

and Acevedo, 2010], but were not the leading LCLU class area transition. The pattern of
LCLU change is driven primarily by agricultural abandonment, ex-urban development
and by government policy [Loveland and Acevedo, 2010]. The purpose of this paper is to
quantify the surface albedo radiative forcing impact of these LCLU changes and so the
driving forces of LCLU changes are not discussed further.

study (numbered).

Figure 4-2. Leading 1973 to 2000 class transitions by areal change for the 58 ecoregions considered in this
82
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4.4.2 CONUS MODIS albedo estimates
Table 4-1 summarizes the MODIS broadband white-sky snow and snow-free
albedos for the 10 LCLU classes derived from all of the valid CONUS MODIS albedo
data. These values are included to help interpret the LCLU class albedos only, they are
not used in the forcing analysis.
The snow-free albedo class values summarized in Table 4-1 are comparable to
those described by Jin et al. [2002] and Zouh et al. [2003], and the snow albedos are
comparable to those of Gao et al. [2005] and Myhre and Myhre [2003]. Snow increases
least the albedo of the vegetated surfaces with high canopy density and vertical structure
(e.g., evergreen forests) and increases most the albedo of surfaces with sparse and/or
short vegetation (e.g., barren). The barren and agricultural classes have the highest snow
and snow-free albedos, and the water and forest classes have the lowest albedos. The
forest class, which includes deciduous and coniferous types, has the smallest difference
between snow and snow-free albedo of 0.243 and 0.130 respectively, which is due mainly
to snow being hidden underneath the forest. Betts and Ball [1997] found similar snow to
snow-free albedo differences for boreal forest albedo which they noted seldom exceeds
0.3.

4.4.3 LCLU Albedo Change from 1973 to 2000
The ecoregion annual LCLU induced albedo change from 1973 to 2000 computed
as Equation [5] is illustrated in Figure 4-3. Barnes and Roy [2008] demonstrated that
albedo change associated with LCLU change is dependent on the albedo of the LCLU
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classes and on the areal extent of the LCLU change. Hence, the ecoregions with the
highest areal proportions of LCLU change (Figure 4-1) do not consistently coincide with
the ecoregions of highest albedo change (Figure 4-3), and the correlation between these
data is low (0.192).

2000 modeling snow conditions, for the 58 ecoregions considered in this study.

Figure 4-3. The annual surface albedo change due to contemporary land cover land use change from 1973 to
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Figure 4-4 illustrates the leading LCLU class transitions that resulted in the
greatest absolute change in albedo from 1973 to 2000. The leading LCLU class
transitions shown in Figure 4-4 do not always coincide with the leading transitions due
only to LCLU areal change shown in Figure 4-2. LCLU change between classes with
different albedos may have a greater net albedo impact than more areally extensive
changes between classes with similar albedos. For example, in the Eastern Great Lakes
and Hudson Lowlands (ecoregion 83, mean annual snow fraction 0.18) the primary areal
LCLU transition is from agriculture to developed (Figure 4-2), whereas the primary
(areal and albedo) transition is from agriculture to forest (Figure 4-4). More than half of
the ecoregions in this study had a different leading LCLU transition when areal and
albedo were considered compared to considering LCLU areal change only.

1973 to 2000 modeling snow conditions, for the 58 ecoregions considered in this study.

Figure 4-4. Leading land cover land use class transitions due to albedo and areal land cover land use change from
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Figure 4-5 illustrates for the 2000 LCLU class proportions the 12-month average
monthly variation in ecoregion albedo due to inter-annual variability [Equation 8]. Only
results for 45 of the 58 ecoregions that had sufficient snow-free MODIS albedo data to
compute the MAD statistics that capture inter-annual albedo variability are shown. The
results for 1973 are not plotted and are very similar to the 2000 results (0.999 correlation
over the 45 ecoregions). The minimum, median and maximum inter-annual albedo
variability percentages were 1.6%, 2.4% and 4.3% respectively. The maximum occurred
in the Northwestern Glaciated Plains (ecoregion 42), which was primarily agriculture
(57%) and grass/shrub (37%). The other two maxima occurred in ecoregions 26
(Southwestern Tablelands, inter-annual albedo variability 4.0%) and 24 (Chihuahuan
Deserts, inter-annual albedo variability 3.9%), which in 2000 both had a primary LCLU
class proportion of grass/shrub (82% and 96% respectively).
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Figure 4-5. Ecoregion percent average monthly variation in ecoregion albedo due to
inter-annual albedo variability, defined as Equation [8], for the year 2000 land cover land
use class proportions. Only snow-free results for 45 ecoregions where inter-annual
variability statistics can be computed are illustrated.

4.4.4 Surface Radiative Forcing due to LCLU Albedo Change from 1973 to 2000
Figure 4-6 illustrates the annual surface radiative forcing due to contemporary
LCLU albedo change from 1973 to 2000, for the 58 ecoregions considered in this study,
estimated using Equation [10] by taking into consideration the monthly variation of
albedo, snow cover and incoming SSRD. The geographic distribution of the annual
surface radiative forcing is strongly correlated (-0.956) with the annual 1973 to 2000
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LCLU albedo change (Figure 4-3), and only weakly (-0.068) with the annual incoming
SSRD.
The geographic distribution of surface radiative forcing cooling or warming
illustrated in Figure 4-6 is complex. The most negative surface radiative forcing, i.e.,
cooling, was -0.367 Wm-2 and occurred in the Sierra Nevada (ecoregion 5) due primarily
to the transition of non-mechanically disturbed to forest (Figure 4-4). The most positive
forcing, i.e. warming, was 0.337 Wm-2 in the Snake River Basin (ecoregion 12) due
primarily to the conversion of non-mechanically disturbed to grass/shrub. This magnitude
of ecoregion forcing is not insignificant, for example, it is greater than the magnitude of
global forcing estimates due to LCLU change during the twentieth century [IPCC, 2007].
At the CONUS scale we estimate a positive (i.e., warming) net surface radiative
forcing of 0.029 Wm-2 due to LCLU albedo change from 1973 to 2000 [Equation 11].
This CONUS net surface radiative forcing is greater than our earlier reported result of
0.012 Wm-2 [Barnes and Roy, 2008], which we attribute to our considering in this study
26% more of the CONUS and because we modeled snow effects, which we demonstrate
below is important for certain LCLU transitions and ecoregions.

1973 to 2000 modeling snow conditions, for the 58 ecoregions considered in this study.

Figure 4-6. The annual surface radiative forcing due to contemporary land cover land use albedo change from
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4.4.5 Snow Sensitivity Analysis of Surface Radiative Forcing due to LCLU Albedo
Change from 1973 to 2000
The impact of snow has been shown to be important when LCLU change is
between snow hiding and snow revealing classes, such as between forest and grass/shrub
or agricultural classes [Betts, 2000; Gao et al., 2005; Gibbard et al., 2005; Wang and

Davidson, 2007]. The mean annual snow fraction for years 2004 to 2008 derived from the
MODIS global monthly average snow product is illustrated in Figure 4-7. Of the 58
ecoregions considered, 22 had more than 0.10 mean annual snow fraction. The greatest
mean annual snow fraction occurred predominantly in the northern ecoregions, up to 0.30
in the Laurentian Plains and Hills (ecoregion 82) but also in some high altitude
ecoregions such as the Cascades (0.27) (ecoregion 4). The southern most ecoregions had
mean annual snow fraction <0.10.

snow cover product (Hall et al., 2006), for the 58 ecoregions considered in this study (numbered), and their snow fraction.

Figure 4-7. The mean annual snow fraction from years 2004 to 2008 derived from the MODIS 0.05q cell global monthly average
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A scatter plot of the annual surface radiative forcing due to LCLU albedo change,
modeling snow and snow-free conditions, for the 58 ecoregions is illustrated in Figure 48. The surface radiative forcing modeling snow-free conditions was computed by setting
the monthly snow fraction ( f snow, month , ecoregion ) in Equation [3] to zero. The illustrated
sensitivity is determined by the extent of the LCLU change, the snow and snow-free
albedos of the LCLU change classes, and the monthly snow fraction. Consequently,
ecoregions with low snow fraction had little or no radiative forcing sensitivity (southern
ecoregions), and ecoregions with high snow fraction had a greater radiative forcing
sensitivity (predominantly northern ecoregions). The annual snow fraction values for
ecoregions with snow fractions >0.10 are labeled in Figure 4-8 for visual reference.

Figure 4-8. Scatter plot of
the annual surface radiative
forcing modeling snow (x
axis) and snow-free (y axis)
effects, for the 58 ecoregions
considered in this study
(black dots); some
ecoregions have similar
values and so overlap. The
mean seasonal snow fraction
values for ecoregions with
snow fractions >0.10 are
labeled (values are shown
multiplied by 100 for visual
clarity).
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Ecoregions 42 (Northwestern Glaciated Plains) and 46 (Northern Glaciated Plains) had
high annual snow fractions of 0.16 and 0.22 respectively but had a negligible radiative
forcing sensitivity to snow albedo effects (Figure 4-8, points lying close to the 1:1 line,
top right). This is because in both these ecoregions the primary LCLU transition was
from agriculture to grass/shrub (Figure 4-2) i.e., transitions between snow revealing
LCLU classes with similar albedos.
In snow prone ecoregions where LCLU transitions were between snow-hiding and
snow-revealing LCLU classes the surface radiative forcing becomes more negative or
more positive when snow is modeled (Figure 4-8). The most extreme example of this
effect is ecoregion 5 (Sierra Nevada, 0.27 annual snow fraction) that had a surface
radiative forcing of -0.367 Wm-2 (modeling snow conditions) and -0.160 Wm-2 (modeling
snow-free conditions). Figure 4-9 shows the monthly surface radiative forcing, albedo
change, SSRD and snow fraction values for ecoregion 5. The seasonal variation of these
values is very evident. During the winter months (December, January, February, March)
the monthly snow fraction is between 0.57 to 0.73. When snow is modeled (black circles)
the winter monthly albedo change and surface radiative forcing estimates are
significantly higher and lower respectively than the snow-free (white circles) estimates.
This is because for this ecoregion the primary LCLU transition is from forest to nonmechanically disturbed, i.e., snow-hiding to snow-revealing classes.
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Figure 4-9. Ecoregion 5 (Sierra Nevada) monthly variability in surface radiative forcing,
1973 to 2000 LCLU albedo change, surface solar radiation and snow fraction. The
monthly surface radiative forcing and albedo change estimates modeling snow (black
circles) and snow-free (white circles) conditions are shown.

At the CONUS level, failure to model snow albedo conditions results in an overestimation in the net CONUS surface radiative forcing. We estimated a net CONUS
surface radiative forcing of 0.029 Wm-2 due to LCLU albedo change from 1973 to 2000
when snow is modeled (see section 4.4.4) and 0.031 Wm-2 when snow is not modeled.
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4.4.6 Radiative Forcing Sensitivity Analysis to Inter-Annual Variability
Figure 4-10 illustrates the annual surface radiative forcing due to contemporary
LCLU albedo change for each ecoregion (black circles) and the associated forcing error
(vertical error bar lines) defined by Equations [10] and [14] respectively. These values
are based on median and MAD albedo estimates respectively; the errors are expected to
describe 50% of the surface radiative forcing variability around the annual estimates.
Only snow-free forcing results for 45 of the 58 ecoregions considered in this study are
illustrated.
The annual surface radiative forcing error estimates are a function of the
magnitude of the incoming SSRD and the inter-annual monthly class albedo variability
[Equation 14]. They are correlated with the incoming SSRD (0.591) and with the
estimates of the 12 month average monthly variation in ecoregion albedo due to interannual variability 0.753 ( v ecoregion, 1973 ) and 0.753 ( v ecoregion, 2000 ). The minimum error
(0.138 Wm-2) occurred in the Northeastern Coastal Zone (ecoregion 59) because of a
combination of relatively low incoming SSRD found at higher latitudes (ecoregion 59 has
a 168.238 Wm-2 mean annual SSRD) and low inter-annual monthly class albedo
variability (1.8% for v ecoregion, 1973 and v ecoregion, 2000 ). The maximum annual surface
radiative forcing error (0.842 Wm-2) occurred in the Chihuahuan Deserts (ecoregion 24)
and was driven by the high incoming SSRD (this ecoregion has the fifth highest mean
annual SSRD of 237.920 Wm-2) and high inter-annual monthly class albedo variability
(3.9% for v ecoregion, 1973 and v ecoregion, 2000 ) that is perhaps associated with variable
vegetation response to rainfall in the near desert conditions. For all but two of the 45
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ecoregions the vertical error bar lines intersect the zero surface radiative forcing
horizontal line. Only ecoregion 2 (Puget Lowland) and ecoregion 33 (East Central Texas
Plains) have unambiguous cooling and forcing estimates respectively. Evidently the
ecoregion annual surface radiative forcing estimates are highly sensitive to inter-annual
albedo variability.

Figure 4-10. Ecoregion snow-free annual surface radiative forcing due to contemporary
land cover land use albedo change from 1973 to 2000 (black circles) [Equation 10]
± the annual surface radiative forcing error imposed by inter-annual albedo variability
(vertical lines) [Equation 14]. Only snow-free forcing results for 45 of the 58
ecoregions considered in this study are illustrated.
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At the CONUS scale for the 45 ecoregions we estimate a snow-free net surface
radiative forcing of 0.043 Wm-2 due to LCLU albedo change from 1973 to 2000
[Equation 11] with an error of 0.084 Wm-2 [Equation 15]. This net surface radiative
forcing error is very high and illustrates the ecoregion annual surface radiative forcing
estimates are very sensitive to inter-annual albedo variability.

4.5

Conclusions
The monthly variation of albedo, snow cover and incoming surface solar radiation

were used to: (i) quantify the surface radiative forcing due to contemporary (1973 to
2000) LCLU albedo change for 69% of the CONUS, (ii) analyze the impact of modeling
snow conditions on surface radiative forcing and, (iii) to determine the sensitivity of
surface radiative forcing to inter-annual albedo variation.
Across the CONUS, agricultural land use has been in decline [Drummond and

Loveland, 2010] and the rates of forest harvesting [Pinder et al., 1999] and exurban
sprawl have been accelerating [Brown et al., 2005; Steyaert and Knox, 2008]. For the 58
CONUS ecoregions considered, the dominant contemporary LCLU changes from 1973 to
2000 documented by the USGS Land Cover Trends Project data were a net areal decrease
in agricultural land (-1.3%) and forest (-0.9%) and a net increase in developed (1.2%) and
grass/shrub (0.7%). The most extensive LCLU changes occurred in the Pacific Northwest
(>25%) and in the Southeast (>20%) and the least (<1%) in the desert southwest.
Nine years of MODIS albedo data were used to extract, for each ecoregion and
month, the median broadband white-sky snow and snow-free albedos for each of ten
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LCLU classes defined by the USGS Land Cover Trends data set. The snow and snowfree albedo class values were broadly comparable to other worker’s results [Jin et al.,
2002; Gao et al., 2005]. The median monthly LCLU class albedos were used to compute
ecoregion specific albedo estimates independently for years 1973 and 2000.
It is established that snow has a significant land cover dependent albedo and
radiative forcing effect [Betts, 2000]. In this study, approximately two thirds of the 58
CONUS ecoregions had significant mean annual snow cover. However, the net CONUS
surface radiative forcing only changed by 0.003 Wm-2 when snow and snow-free
conditions were modeled over the 58 ecoregions. The extent of the LCLU change, the
snow and snow-free albedos of the LCLU change classes, and the monthly snow fraction
determined the surface radiative forcing. In snow prone ecoregions where the dominant
LCLU transitions were between snow-hiding and snow-revealing LCLU classes both the
negative and positive ecoregion forcings were amplified. This snow/ snow-free difference
was most significant in the Sierra Nevada ecoregion where the surface radiative forcing
modeling snow conditions was 0.207 Wm-2 more negative than when snow was not
modeled, due to high winter monthly snow fractions (between 0.57 to 0.73) and a
primary 1973 to 2000 LCLU transition from forest (snow-hiding) to non-mechanically
disturbed (snow-revealing) classes.
The monthly inter-annual albedo variability over 9 years of MODIS data was used
to examine the sensitivity of the contemporary LCLU albedo change radiative forcing
estimates. Only the inter-annual variability for 45 of the 58 ecoregions with sufficient
snow-free MODIS albedo observations to compute the MAD statistic were quantified.
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The ecoregion percent average monthly variation in snow-free albedo ranged from 1.6%
to 4.3% across the 45 ecoregions. This inter-annual albedo variability and the magnitude
of the incoming surface solar radiation determined the ecoregion surface radiative forcing
errors, which were large, from 0.138 Wm-2 to 0.842 Wm-2. For the 45 ecoregions
considered, a CONUS snow-free net surface radiative forcing of 0.044 Wm-2 with a
relatively large error of 0.084 Wm-2 was estimated.
At the CONUS scale, for the 58 ecoregions considered, we estimated a net
positive (i.e., warming) surface radiative forcing of 0.029 Wm-2 due to contemporary
LCLU albedo change. Similarly, a recent study on the impact of CONUS LCLU change
on surface temperature indicated that LCLU changes often resulted in more warming than
cooling [Fall et al., 2009]. The surface radiative forcing varied in sign and magnitude
among the 58 ecoregions, with the transition to forest causing the most negative forcing
(-0.367 Wm-2), and the conversion to grass/shrub causing the most positive forcing
(0.337 Wm-2). This magnitude of ecoregion scale forcing is similar to global LCLU
change forcing estimates for the twentieth century [IPCC, 2007]. The surface radiative
forcing of 0.029 Wm-2 is greater than our earlier 0.012 Wm-2 reported estimate [Barnes

and Roy, 2008] as 26% more area of the CONUS was considered and because we
modeled snow conditions.
The research reported in this paper underscores the value of spatially and
temporally explicit data to quantify, and begin to understand, LCLU albedo change
related surface radiative forcing. However, our analysis illustrates, as observed by
previous studies [Pielke et al., 2002; National Research Council, 2005; IPCC, 2007], that
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the radiative forcing of LCLU albedo change remains uncertain. The need to improve and
accurately represent LCLU and other surface characteristics including albedo is clear.
The MODIS satellite derived albedo product used in this study is a significant
improvement on previous model and scenario based albedo estimates [Betts, 2000;

Roesch et al., 2002] but there is potential for improved spatially and temporally explicit
albedo by calibration with land surface model outputs [Matsui et al., 2007]. Improved
continental incoming solar radiation data may also provide more reliable forcing
estimates. For example, the North American Regional Reanalysis data set was recently
reprocessed [Mesinger et al., 2006] and is defined with 32 km grid cells that will capture
spatial variability in incoming solar radiation more precisely than the ERA-40 data used
in this study. Further research will be undertaken building on these new data sets and
using a greater number of CONUS ecoregion LCLU data sets as they become available
from the USGS Land Cover Trends Project.
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CHAPTER 5

PROJECTED SURFACE RADIATIVE FORCING DUE TO 2000 TO 2050
LAND COVER LAND USE ALBEDO CHANGE OVER THE
EASTERN UNITED STATES
Barnes, C.A., Roy, D.P., and Loveland, T.R. Environmental Research Letters,
Submitted November 4th 2010, (Journal impact factor: 3.342).

This chapter describes the research undertaken to address research hypotheses:
#3 that current rates of LCLU change imply future net albedo increases and associated

albedo-related cooling effects, and,
#4 large regional disparities in LCLU change will modify the outcome of hypotheses #3

at the regional scale.
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5.1

Abstract
Satellite derived contemporary land cover land use (LCLU) and albedo data and

projected spatially explicit future LCLU data derived by the FOREcasting SCEnarios
(FORE-SCE) model are used to study the impact of LCLU change from 2000 to 2050 on
surface albedo and radiative forcing for 19 ecoregions in the Eastern United States. A
projected net positive forcing (i.e., warming) of 0.112 Wm-2 is estimated associated with
decreasing agricultural and forested land (by 2.5 and 2.1 percent respectively) and
increasing developed land (4.4 percent). This overall forcing is almost four times greater
than the forcing estimated for 1973 to 2000 LCLU albedo change estimated in a previous
study using the same methods. There is considerable geographic variability in results,
with individual ecoregion forcings ranging from -0.175 Wm-2 to 0.432 Wm-2 driven
predominately by differences in the area and type of projected LCLU change across the
Eastern U.S. (Figure 5.1).

5.2

Introduction
Surface albedo affects the Earth’s radiative energy balance by controlling how

much incoming solar radiation is absorbed and reflected by the Earth’s surface. The
global averaged radiative forcing due to land cover land use (LCLU) albedo change since
1750 is estimated as -0.25 Wm-2 [IPCC, 2007]. However, the level of scientific
understanding associated with this forcing estimate is ‘low to medium’, and reflects the
complexity and uncertainty of land surface atmospheric interaction parameterization in
surface and climate models [Matsui et al., 2007; Nair et al., 2007; Pitman et al., 2009].
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Although extensive modeling studies on past LCLU change and its impacts on
climate have been undertaken [Pielke et al., 2002; Kalnay and Cai, 2003; Feddema et al.,
2005; Nuñez et al., 2008], there is a need to consider future LCLU to examine potential
impacts on water quality, biodiversity, carbon balances, and climate [Loveland et al.,
2003]. Modeling future LCLU is complex and scenarios are used to provide plausible
descriptions of what could happen on the landscape as a result of different factors
including socioeconomic, technological, environmental and climatic changes [Moss et

al., 2010].
Recent research has used a spatially explicit modeling framework to produce
scenario-based, thematic LCLU maps in annual time steps to 2050 in the Eastern United
States (U.S.) [Sohl et al., 2007; Sohl and Sayler, 2008] driven by changes associated with
urban development, agricultural decline, and timber harvesting [Nowak et al., 2005;

White et al., 2009]. In this letter the surface radiative forcing of the projected 2000 to
2050 LCLU albedo change is quantified for the Eastern U.S.

5.3

Data and Methods
The United States Geological Survey (USGS) Land Cover Trends project is

analyzing LCLU change across the conterminous United States (CONUS) using a
historical archive of 1973 to 2000 Landsat data [Loveland et al., 2002; Drummond and

Loveland, 2010]. The Landsat data are classified by visual interpretation, inspection of
aerial photography and ground survey into ten classes: water, developed, mechanically
disturbed, mining, barren, forest, grass/ shrub, agriculture, wetland, and naturally
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disturbed. The data are located using a stratified random sampling methodology defined
with respect to 84 contiguous ecoregions [Omernik, 1987] where each ecoregion includes
9 to 48 Landsat 10 km2 or 20 km2 classified spatial subsets that are used to quantify the
ecoregion LCLU change [Stehman et al., 2005]. The ecoregion areal LCLU class
proportions and classified Landsat subsets defined for 2000 are used in this study.
LCLU projection information for 2050 are provided by the FOREcasting
SCEnarios (FORE-SCE) model which uses a spatially explicit modeling framework to
produce scenario-based, 250 m LCLU maps [Sohl and Sayler, 2008]. The Eastern U.S.
scenario models the likely decreasing distribution of forest and agricultural land and
increasing urban development [Nowak et al., 2005; Sohl and Sayler, 2008; White et al.,
2009]. Prescriptions for future LCLU classes are provided by ecoregion-based
contemporary (1973 to 2000) LCLU change variables derived from the USGS Land
Cover Trends data. The FORE-SCE model is initiated using a modified version of the
1992 National Land Cover Data [Vogelmann et al., 2001]. LCLU class probability-ofoccurrence surfaces are derived by logistic regression and individual patches of new
LCLU are placed on the landscape in an annual iteration until the scenario prescriptions
have been met. A more detailed description of the FORE-SCE model is given by Sohl

and Sayler [2008].
At the time of writing, 19 of the 84 CONUS ecoregions have both contemporary
2000 and FORE-SCE 2050 projected LCLU information generated, and these are used in
this study. The 19 ecoregions vary in area from 15,917 km2 (Atlantic Coastal Pine
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Barrens, ecoregion 84) to 335,482 km2 (Southeastern Plains, ecoregion 65), and
encompass approximately 1.5 million km2 of the Eastern U.S. (Figure 5-1).
Nine years (February 18th 2000 to March 31st 2009) of MODerate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Collection 5 BRDF/Albedo 16-day 500 meter
product [Schaaf et al., 2002] were used to compute for each of the 19 ecoregions the
median monthly broadband white-sky snow and snow-free albedos for each of the ten
LCLU classes following the approach described by Barnes and Roy [2010]. The MODIS
Collection 5 Global Monthly Average Snow Cover product [Hall et al., 2007] from
January 2004 to December 2008 was used to determine the ecoregion mean monthly
fractional snow cover (0-1).
Monthly incoming surface solar radiation downwards (SSRD) were obtained and
processed from the European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasts 40 year
Reanalysis (ERA-40) data set [Allan et al., 2004]. Data from January 1973 to December
2000 were used to derive mean monthly SSRD climatology (Wm-2) for each ecoregion.
The ecoregion monthly LCLU class albedos were computed, following Roesch et

al. [2002], as:

D i , ecoregion, month

1 f

snow, month, ecoregion

f snow, month, ecoregion .D

.D

i , ecoregion, month, snowfree



i , ecoregion, month, snow

[1]
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where

and

D i , ecoregion , month

D

is the monthly albedo for LCLU class i,

are the median snow and snow-free monthly albedos for

i , ecoregion, month , snowfree

LCLU class i respectively, and

D i , ecoregion, month, snow

f

snow , month , ecoregion

is the ecoregion monthly MODIS

snow fraction (0-1).
Monthly albedo estimates for each ecoregion were computed independently for
the LCLU class areal proportions in 2000 and 2050 following Barnes and Roy [2008,
2010], as:
10

D ecoregion , month , year

¦

p i , ecoregion , year .D i , ecoregion , month

i 1

[2]
where, year is 2000 or 2050, and for each LCLU class i, p i, ecoregion, year is either the LCLU
class areal proportion in the ecoregion for the year 2000 defined by the Land Cover
Trends project or for the year 2050 defined by the FORE-SCE projection model, and

D i ,ecoregion, month

is defined as Equation [1]. To help interpret our results the annual

LCLU induced albedo change from 2000 to 2050 was derived [Barnes and Roy, 2008],
as:
12

¦D

'D

ecoregion , month , 2050

 D ecoregion , month , 2000

month 1
ecoregion , annual

12
[3]
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where

D ecoregion , month , year

is defined as Equation [2].

The monthly surface radiative forcing (Wm-2) for each ecoregion due to LCLU
albedo change from 2000 to 2050 was estimated following Jin and Roy [2005] as:

'Fecoregion, month

I p ecoregion, month . D ecoregion, month, 2050  D ecoregion, month, 2000
[4]

where

 I p ecoregion, month

is the ecoregion mean monthly incoming surface solar

radiation downwards climatology (Wm-2), and

D ecoregion, month, 2000

D ecoregion, month , 2050

and

are the monthly ecoregion albedos for 2050 and 2000 respectively

defined as Equation [2]. The annual surface radiative forcing in each ecoregion, due to
projected LCLU albedo change, was estimated as the mean of the 12 monthly forcings
computed in Equation [4].

5.4

Results
For the 19 Eastern U.S. ecoregions considered, the dominant FORE-SCE LCLU

changes from 2000 to 2050 are a net areal increase in developed land (4.4%) and a net

decrease in both agricultural (2.5%) and forested land (2.1%) [Sohl and Sayler, 2008].
Table 5-1 summarizes these changes, and other parameters used in this study, for the 19
ecoregions.
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Annual
Surface
Radiative
Forcing
Modeling
Snow
(Wm-2)

Annual
Surface
Radiative
Forcing
Assuming
No Snow
(Wm-2)

Mean
Annual
Monthly
SSRD
(Wm-2)

Ecoregion 64

0.423

0.409

177

Ecoregion 65

0.300

0.298

Ecoregion 74

0.258

Ecoregion 76

Mean
Annual
Snow
Fraction

2000 to
2050
LCLU
Change
(%)

Annual
Surface
Albedo
Change
(Į2050Į2000)

0.037

14.0

-0.0025

195

0.002

15.0

-0.0015

0.256

194

0.002

14.0

-0.0013

0.256

0.256

202

0.000

3.0

-0.0012

Ecoregion 83

0.222

0.164

157

0.181

8.0

-0.0017

Ecoregion 84

0.196

0.188

180

0.040

9.0

-0.0011

Ecoregion 67

0.092

0.086

176

0.033

9.0

-0.0005

Ecoregion 45

0.090

0.093

188

0.003

16.0

-0.0003

Ecoregion 70

0.084

0.077

169

0.030

5.0

-0.0005

Ecoregion 60

0.077

0.051

160

0.150

3.0

-0.0006

Ecoregion 63

0.077

0.078

191

0.008

11.0

-0.0004

Ecoregion 68

0.057

0.058

184

0.001

10.0

-0.0002

Ecoregion 58

0.030

0.033

155

0.284

5.0

-0.0001

Ecoregion 69

0.003

0.016

172

0.037

7.0

0.0001

Ecoregion 66

-0.003

-0.001

181

0.002

3.0

0.0001

Ecoregion 59

-0.026

0.043

168

0.108

9.0

0.0005

Ecoregion 62

-0.030

-0.019

162

0.118

4.0

0.0002

Ecoregion 82

-0.055

-0.010

154

0.303

6.0

0.0006

Ecoregion 75

-0.175

-0.175

197

0.000

21.0

0.0009

Ecoregion
Number

Leading
2000 to 2050
LCLU Class
Transition by
Area Only
Agriculture
to
Developed
Agriculture
to Forest
Agriculture
to
Developed
Agriculture
to Developed
Agriculture
to Developed
Forest to
Developed
Agriculture
to Forest
Forest to
Developed
Agriculture
to Forest
Agriculture
to Forest
Forest to
Developed
Forest to
Mining
Forest to M.
Disturbed
Forest to
Mining
Forest to
Developed
Forest to
Developed
Forest to M.
Disturbed
Forest to M.
Disturbed
Forest to
Developed

Leading 2000
to 2050 LCLU
Transition by
Albedo and
Areal Change
Agriculture to
Developed
Agriculture to
Forest
Agriculture to
Forest
Wetland to
Agriculture
Agriculture to
Developed
Agriculture to
Developed
Agriculture to
Forest
Agriculture to
Forest
Agriculture to
Forest
Agriculture to
Forest
Agriculture to
Forest
Forest to
Mining
Forest to
Developed
Agriculture to
Forest
Forest to
Developed
Forest to
Developed
Agriculture to
Forest
Agriculture to
Forest
Forest to
Developed

Table 5-1. Estimated annual surface radiative forcing, for the 19 Eastern United States
ecoregions and ecoregion summary statistics of the parameters used in this study. The
ecoregions are ranked in descending surface radiative forcing order, with the three
highest estimated annual positive and negative surface radiative forcing denoted in bold.

Figure 5-1 illustrates the leading LCLU class transitions that cause the greatest
absolute change in albedo from 2000 to 2050. These leading LCLU class transitions do
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not always coincide with the leading transitions due only to LCLU areal change. For
example, in the Mississippi Valley Loess Plains (ecoregion 74) the primary areal LCLU
transition is from agriculture to developed land (Table 5-1, penultimate column),
whereas the primary (areal and albedo) transition is from agriculture to forest land
(Figure 5-1 and Table 5-1, last column). This is because LCLU changes between
classes with different albedos (e.g., agriculture to forest) may have a greater net albedo
impact than more areally extensive changes between classes with similar albedos (e.g.,
agriculture to developed) [Barnes and Roy, 2008]. Furthermore, the surface radiative
forcing results are mediated by snow cover and whether the LCLU transitions are
between snow-hiding and snow-revealing LCLU classes [Betts, 2000]. For these
reasons 10 of the 19 ecoregions had a different leading LCLU transition when areal and
albedo were considered compared to considering LCLU areal change only.
The annual LCLU induced albedo change from 2000 to 2050 (Equation 3) is
summarized in Table 5-1 (column 7) and ranged from -0.0025 in the Northern Piedmont
(ecoregion 64), up to 0.0009 in the Southern Coastal Plain (ecoregion 75). To illustrate
the significance of these albedo changes, the mean annual incoming surface solar
radiation for the 19 ecoregions is 177 Wm-2 and a change in albedo of 0.0025 with this
mean incoming solar radiation amount would induce a forcing of 0.442 Wm-2, which is
nearly twice the global forcing estimates due to LCLU albedo change since 1750 [IPCC,
2007].
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Figure 5-1. Leading projected land cover land use class transitions due to albedo and
areal land cover land use change from 2000 to 2050 for the 19 Eastern United States
ecoregions used in this study (numbered and colored).
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Figure 5-2 illustrates the estimated annual surface radiative forcing due to the
FORE-SCE projected 2000 to 2050 LCLU albedo changes. About two thirds of the
ecoregions have a positive surface radiative forcing i.e., warming but with no clear
regional spatial pattern. The 19 ecoregion forcing estimates are highly correlated with the
net 2000 to 2050 LCLU albedo change (-0.978) and only weakly correlated with the
mean annual incoming surface solar radiation (0.269) and with the mean annual snow
fraction (-0.259). The three ecoregions with the most positive radiative forcings have
relatively high percentages of net 2000 to 2050 LCLU change (14.0% to 15.0%) and
relatively high incoming solar radiation (177 Wm-2 to 195 Wm-2) and low mean annual
snow fractions (0.002 to 0.037). The most positive surface radiative forcing is 0.423 Wm-2
in the Northern Piedmont (ecoregion 64) due primarily to the extensive transition of
agriculture to developed land. The most negative forcing is -0.175 Wm-2 in the Southern
Coastal Plain (ecoregion 75) due primarily to the extensive transition of forest to
developed land.
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Figure 5-2. Estimated annual surface radiative forcing due to projected 2000 to 2050
land cover land use albedo change for the 19 Eastern United States ecoregions used in
this study (numbered and colored).
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For all 19 Eastern U.S. ecoregions we estimate a positive (i.e., warming) net
surface radiative forcing of 0.112 Wm-2 due to LCLU albedo change from 2000 to 2050.
This was estimated by summing the product of the ecoregion areas (m2) and annual
forcing estimates (Wm-2), divided by the total area (m2) of the 19 ecoregions. The impact
of snow at the regional level was negligible, only changing this regional forcing estimate
in the third decimal place. However, in six ecoregions the mean annual snow fraction was
greater than 0.1 and the absolute difference between the surface radiative forcing
estimates modeling snow (Table 5-1, column 2) and assuming snow-free conditions
(Table 5-1, column 3) (computed by setting the monthly snow fraction in Equation [1] to
zero) could be significant, with the greatest difference (0.069 Wm-2) in the Northeastern
Coastal Zone (ecoregion 59) where the primary LCLU transition is between snow-hiding
(forest) and snow-revealing (developed) LCLU classes.

5.5

Conclusion
This letter has demonstrated the utility of regional spatially and temporally

explicit data to quantify the effects of future LCLU albedo change on surface radiative
forcing. The FORE-SCE projected 2000 to 2050 LCLU changes indicate a decrease in
both agricultural and forested land and an increase in developed land that we model will
induce a regional warming of 0.112 Wm-2. This regional forcing estimate is almost four
times greater than the 0.030 Wm-2 forcing estimated for 1973 to 2000 LCLU albedo
change that was driven primarily by the conversion of forest to mechanically disturbed
and agriculture to forest lands [Barnes and Roy, 2010], and contrasts even more with
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historical climate studies that indicated a cooling in the Eastern U.S. due to conversion of
forest to agriculture in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries [Bonan, 1999;

Bounoua et al., 2002].
The radiative forcing estimates vary geographically in sign and magnitude, driven
mainly by differences in the area and type of projected LCLU change across the Eastern
U.S., with the most positive (0.423 Wm-2) and negative (-0.175 Wm-2) forcings due
primarily to the transition of agriculture to developed land and the transition of forest to
developed land respectively.
This research only considered the forcing effect of a single plausible LCLU
change projection scenario. Continued development of scenario-driven LCLU change
studies to generate an envelope of spatially and temporally explicit future LCLU maps is
needed to undertake more comprehensive forcing studies and to provide more definitive
confirmation of the LCLU albedo surface warming trend suggested by this research.
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CHAPTER 6

RESEARCH SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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6.1

Summary of Research Hypotheses
Recent spatially explicit satellite derived contemporary LCLU, albedo and

projected future LCLU data were used to study the impact of conterminous United States
(CONUS) LCLU change from 1973 to 2000, and from 2000 to 2050, on albedo and
surface radiative forcing. Four research hypotheses concerned with past and potential
future climate implications of human land surface activity were addressed. A summary of
the research hypotheses and the research findings are described below:

Hypothesis 1: Over the last 30 years LCLU change across the CONUS has led to a
mean net positive albedo increase and a consequent albedo-related cooling

This hypothesis was negated. For the 36 ecoregions (43% of the CONUS) considered in
Chapter 3 [Barnes and Roy, 2008], a net CONUS positive forcing (i.e., warming) of
0.012 Wm-2 due to LCLU albedo change from 1973 to 2000 was estimated. More
comprehensively, for the 58 ecoregions (69% of the CONUS) considered in Chapter 4
[Barnes and Roy, in press], a net CONUS positive forcing (i.e., warming) of 0.029 Wm-2,
driven primarily by the conversion of forest to mechanically disturbed and the conversion
of agriculture to forest LCLU types, was estimated. The surface radiative forcing of 0.029
Wm-2 [Barnes and Roy, in press] was greater than the 0.012 Wm-2 forcing [Barnes and

Roy, 2008] as 26% more area of the CONUS was considered and because snow
conditions were modeled. Snow was illustrated in Chapter 4 to have a significant land
cover dependent albedo and radiative forcing effect, which has been suggested by other
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researchers [Betts, 2000]. In snow prone ecoregions, where the dominant LCLU
transitions were between snow-hiding (e.g., forest) and snow-revealing (e.g., agriculture)
LCLU classes, the negative and positive ecoregion radiative forcing estimates were
amplified.

Hypothesis 2: Radiative forcing due to LCLU albedo change is greater than that due to
inter-annual albedo variability

This hypothesis was negated. The CONUS ecoregion surface radiative forcing estimates
described in Chapter 4 [Barnes and Roy, in press] were found to be highly sensitive to
monthly inter-annual albedo variability derived from 9 years of MODIS data. The snowfree inter-annual albedo variability for 45 of the 58 ecoregions was considered as many
ecoregions had insufficient monthly snow albedo LCLU class values in all or certain
years to compute the inter-annual variability modeling snow effects. The snow-free interannual albedo variability for a given month ranged from 1.6% to 4.3%. This variability
and the magnitude of the incoming surface solar radiation determined the surface
radiative forcing errors defined analytically by propagation of variance analysis for each
ecoregion. For the 45 ecoregions considered, a CONUS snow-free net surface radiative
forcing of 0.044 Wm-2 with a relatively large error of 0.084 Wm-2 was estimated.
Evidently, radiative forcing due to LCLU albedo change is not greater than that due to
inter-annual albedo variability.
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Hypothesis 3: Current rates of LCLU change imply future net albedo increases and
associated albedo-related cooling effects

This hypothesis was negated for the Eastern United States where regionally some of the
greatest future CONUS LCLU changes are predicted [Nowak and Walton, 2005; Sohl and

Sayler, 2008]. The Eastern U.S. was considered because it was the only region available
with projected LCLU forecast data defined using the 2000 Land Cover Trends class
nomenclature. The projected 2000 to 2050 LCLU changes indicated a future decrease in
both agricultural and forested land and an increase in developed land that induced a
regional net negative albedo decrease (-0.001) and a regional warming of 0.112 Wm-2
[Chapter 5, Barnes et al., submitted]. The projected 2050 warming contrasts with
historical Eastern U.S. climate studies that indicate a cooling due to extensive conversion
of forest to agriculture in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries [Bonan, 1999;

Bounoua et al., 2002]. At the ecoregion level the future forcing estimates varied
geographically in sign and magnitude, driven mainly by differences in the area and type
of projected LCLU change across the Eastern U.S., with the most positive (0.423 Wm-2)
and negative (-0.175 Wm-2) forcings due primarily to the transition of agriculture to
developed land and the transition of forest to developed land respectively.
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Hypothesis 4: There are large regional disparities in LCLU change, consequently large
regional disparities in albedo change and RF will modify the outcomes of hypotheses
#1, #2 and #3 at the regional scale

This hypothesis was confirmed. The results described in Chapter 3 [Barnes and Roy,
2008], Chapter 4 [Barnes and Roy, in press] and Chapter 5 [Barnes et al., submitted]
revealed positive and negative LCLU albedo change and radiative forcing estimates,
which were driven primarily by differences in the area and type of LCLU change in the
different CONUS ecoregions. The magnitude of the ecoregion forcing estimates was not
insignificant, being similar in magnitude to global forcing estimates due to LCLU change
since pre-industrial times [IPCC, 2007]. Evidently, large area CONUS averages may
mask regional LCLU albedo and radiative forcing differences.

6.2

Recommendations for Future Research
The research reported in this dissertation underscores the value of spatially and

temporally explicit data to quantify, and to begin to understand, LCLU albedo change
related surface radiative forcing. Recommendations for future work building on this
dissertation research that could increase the level of scientific understanding of LCLU
albedo change radiative forcing are described below.
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x More Spatially Comprehensive Land Cover Land Use Data
The USGS Land Cover Trends project uses a stratified random sampling
methodology defined with respect to 84 contiguous CONUS ecoregions [Omernik, 1987]
that enables a statically robust ‘scaling up’ of the sample classification data to assess
LCLU change within each ecoregion [Stehman et al., 2005]. At the time of writing only
58 of the 84 ecoregions had been processed by the USGS, and these were used in this
research. Inclusion of all the Land Cover Trends data when they become available would
enable the first LCLU albedo change surface radiative forcing analysis for the entire
CONUS to be accomplished. Furthermore, if an initiative for transforming the United
States Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics Consortium’s National Land Cover
Database [Homer et al., 2004] into an operational spatially explicit land cover monitoring
system is achieved, it would establish the first extensive wall-to-wall LCLU change map
product defined in a reliable and systematic manner, that could be used to investigate
LCLU albedo change forcing impacts more comprehensively.

x Temporally Richer Land Cover Land Use Change Time Series Data
Ecoregion areal LCLU class proportions and classified Landsat subsets defined
for 1973 and 2000 by the Land Cover Trends project were used in this research as this
was the greatest temporal period available. However, impermanent changes such as
forest to fallow followed by reforestation may induce shorter-term radiative forcings that
would not be captured in the reported research. The Land Cover Trends project has
generated classified Landsat subsets not only for 1973 and 2000 but also for 1980, 1986,
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and 1992. These periods would provide four temporal epochs i.e., 1973 to 1980, 1980 to
1986, 1986 to 1992 and 1992 to 2001, which could be used to investigate the impact of
impermanent contemporary LCLU changes on radiative forcing.

x Improved Incoming Surface Solar Radiation Data
More reliable forcing estimates may be provided by using improved regional
incoming solar radiation data. For example, the recent North American Regional
Reanalysis (NARR) dataset [Messinger et al., 2006] could be used. The NARR data have
improved spatial resolution (32 km grid cells) compared to the 2.5q grid cell ERA-40 data
that were used in this research, and so provide the opportunity for more precise
characterization of the spatial variability of incoming solar radiation. For example, in the
smallest CONUS ecoregion considered (Willamette Valley, ecoregion 3), only three
ERA-40 grid cells covered the ecoregion, whereas about 25 NARR grid cells would
cover it to provide a more representative ecoregion incoming solar radiation estimate. In
addition to improved spatial resolution, improvements in the incoming surface solar
radiation values could be made by taking into consideration more comprehensive
atmospheric characterization information that better quantify the scattering and
absorption of the incoming solar radiation [Pinker et al., 2003].

x Improved MODIS Albedo Data
This research used nine years of MODIS snow and snow-free broadband whitesky albedo to capture inter-annual variability as these were the only years available.
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Therefore, to improve the reliable representation of the snow and snow-free LCLU class
albedo climatology values, more years of MODIS albedo data should be used. Similarly,
only 4 years of the MODIS global monthly snow product were used and additional years
of data could provide more accurate mean annual snow fraction climatology information.

x More Comprehensive Projected Future Land Cover Land Use Scenarios
The forcing effect of a single plausible LCLU change projection scenario from
2000 to 2050 was considered in this research because it was the only scenario available
with the same LCLU class nomenclature as the Land Cover Trends project data.
Continued development of scenario-driven LCLU change studies to generate an envelope
of spatially and temporally explicit future LCLU maps is needed; especially given that
LCLU conversion in the United States is expected to continue [Alig and Plantinga, 2004;

Nowak and Walton, 2005; White et al., 2009]. Projecting future LCLU is difficult and
complex as plausible scenarios of what potentially could happen on the landscape as a
result of many factors including socioeconomic, technological and environmental
conditions, emissions of greenhouse gases and aerosols, and climate, need to be
considered [Turner II et al., 2007; Moss et al., 2010]. The Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) has used a series of Standardized Reference Emissions Scenarios
(SRES) as a central component of its work in assessing likely future climate. However,
the IPCC decided in 2006 not to commission another set of SRES, leaving new scenario
development to the research community [Moss et al., 2010]. Given this new opportunity,
the research community selected from the published literature a set of Representative
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Concentration Pathways (RCPs) to map a broad range of climate outcomes. The RCPs
could provide a starting point for new and wide-ranging research to yield valuable
insights into the interaction of human-induced climate processes and are recommended to
be included in future LCLU radiative forcing studies [Moss et al., 2010].

x Integrate Forcing Results into Climate Models
This research only considered the surface radiative forcing effect of LCLU albedo
change, which is defined as the ‘instantaneous change in radiative flux at the surface’
[Hansen et al., 1997] and is distinct from top of atmosphere (TOA) radiative forcing,
which is defined as ‘the change in the net irradiance at the troposphere after allowing for

stratospheric temperatures to re-adjust to equilibrium’ [IPCC, 2007]. The relationship
between surface and TOA forcing is affected by the vertical distribution of radiative
forcing within the atmosphere [NRC, 2005]. Randerson et al. [2006] emphasized the
importance of considering the complex linkages and feedbacks between surface and TOA
radiative forcing before reliable conclusions on the overall net effects of LCLU change
on climate could be drawn. Thus, the results presented in this research provide inputs that
should be included in regional climate models to assess to what extent surface radiative
forcing associated with LCLU albedo change influences TOA radiative forcing.

x Global Context
This research needs to be placed in a global context, as regional variations in
radiative forcing may have global climatic implications [NRC, 2005]. Regional forcings
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can lead to global climate responses, while global forcings can be associated with
regional climate responses. For example, recent studies have illustrated that LCLU
change can cause atmospheric teleconnections that influence regional climate thousands
of miles away from the LCLU change. Teleconnections are defined by the American
Metrological Society as ‘a linkage between weather changes occurring in widely

separated regions of the Earth’. For example, Werth and Avissar [2002] found
significant U.S. precipitation teleconnections due deforestation in Amazonia, Central
Africa and South East Asia. A global assessment is needed if LCLU change becomes
part of future global climate modeling and climate change mitigation strategies. This
implies the need to repeat this dissertation research at a global scale, which is not
currently feasible because global LCLU change data are not available.

x

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Focus
Finally, the current IPCC [2007] focus on radiative forcing of well-mixed

greenhouse gases is considered to be too limiting, a broadening in its perspective is
suggested as being overdue. The current IPCC approach does not properly address the
role of land-surface forcing and feedbacks within the climate system [Pielke and Niyogi,
2010]. If there is no change in the current IPCC focus only energy policies will be
promoted that will not provide effective climate policy, which necessarily also needs to
include how humans are altering the climate system through land surface modifications.
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